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Abstract

Iron-excess Mn-Zn ferrite samples with and without additives are prepared by

ceramic method and are subjected to different sintering c011ditions The
additives, used in this work are V205, Ti02 and CoO in the composition
rvln",IZnr44Fclo504 and CuO substitutes m the sample Mn",_
,('u,Zn~21Fe2 US04'For characterization and delennination of lattice parameters,

X-lay diffraction JS canied oul. Cmie temperature measurements,
l11aglletizalion measurements, pelmeability measurements and microstructure
study arc performed for the understanding of the magnetic properties of the
prepared samples as modified by compositional change, additives and heat

treatment.

X-ray diffraction results indicate that samples are in good clystalline fonn,
1'10111Curie temperahlre measurements, a decreasing trend in the Curic

temperature is observed for the substitution of Cu2' for Mn". The Curie
temperature is found to be velY sensitive for the additives like VzOj, TiO] and
CoO. The magnetization measurements reveal that crystal site preference can

stgnificantly affect the saturation magnetization, M" The saturation

magnetization increases for 1'= 0.03 in Ivftl<],7_,Cu~Zl1{o22Fe2oiO-land then
decreases for fmther increase of Cu]+ content. Saturation magnetization
significantly increases by the addition of CoO in MnOjIZnU4-lFe211501.But it
decreases for thc addition of TiO] and V20j and the effect is drastic for V20j

doped sample than for TiO] ones. The microstJUcture study show that grain size
increases with sintering tcmperature, TIle quenchcd ,amp1es have smallcr grain
size and almost unifollll in size.

From petmeability spectra, it is noticed that sinteJing condition and additives
substantial1y affect the permeability valnes. Quenched samples are found to
possess higher permeability. From 10 KHz to 1 MHz, for all thc samples the
penneability is found to remain almost frequency independent. The loss factors
and quality factors are also calculated and this study revealed that sintenng
condition is a detennining factor for high quality Mll-Zn femtes. It has been

found that the sample Mnu7.xCu,Zno22Fe]n~04 with 1'=0.15 has the best
composition for high permeability .•
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CHAPTER-1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Ferritcs cOllstitute a special branch of fenimagnelics, Fcniles are double oxide

of inm and anolher metal, They have two unequal sublatlices and are ordered

anti-pamlle1to each olher. Each sublattiee exhibits spontaneous magnetization

at room temperature, like the nonual ferrimagnetics. Because of unequal

magllitudes magnetization in the two sublattices the material has resultant

magnetization IS similar to ferromagnets. Again like felTomagnelics, these

fCHiles have spontaneously magnetized domains and show the phenomena of

magHctic saturation and hysteresis and have a critical temperature T" called the

Curie temperature, above which they become paramagnetic. But what makes

these materials more interesting is their very high resistivity. The resistivily of

ferrites ValleSfrom 16' to 1010ohm-em which is about 15 orders ofmab'llitude

higher than thaI of fenomagnetic iron. This outstanding property of fenltes

makes them highly demandable for high frequency applications. TIllS fact was

first envisaged by S. Hilpelt (1909) [1]. Since then the fenites have become one

of the most attractive materials for high frequency applications. The feniles

w~re developed into commercially useful mat~rials, chiefly dming the years

1933-1945 by Snoek and his associates at the Philips Research Laboratories in

Holland.

rhe Mn-Zn fenites is the most popular among the fenltes. Mn-Zn fenites

generally have lower losses at high frequency in comparison with Ni-Zn ferrites

and metallic magnetic materials. Commonly it IS categorized as non-microwave

f~l1lte. The unique properties of non- microwave ferrites are high magnetic

permeability and high electrical resistivity. 'I hc resultant lower eddy eunenl

losses allow their use to higher frequencies than possible with metals. Non-

I



microwave ferriles which will hencefortll be referred to as ferrites arc used at

ti'equencies from audio to about 500 MHz As a soft magnetic makrials Mn-

Zn ferrites have been proved to be smart candidate of highest rank. The

greatest advances for the Mn-Zn ferrites were made in the mid-sixties, The Mu-

Zn ferrite has a superior behaviour in respect of temperature dependent

properties.

The requisites for modern ferrite are so many in number that only extensive

research in this field can meet the huge demand of technology. The demanded

charaetenstics of the soft ferrites under study that make them lechnologiclllly

useful are:

a) lc'xcellenlmagnetic and e/eclrical perji,rmance

b) Contrullable mechamcal dimensions

L) High quality/aclOr

d) /-011' cost

e) /-arge number o/controllable parameters

In view of the great interest of Mn-Zn fenites, both for their technological

applications and theoretical understanding of the mechaIllsms involved. the

present work is aimed at findmg the effect of additives on the magnetic

characteristics like Curie temperature, permeability, lo<;sfactor, elc. of the

magnetic system. The main objectives has been the search for the best suited

composition and preparation parameters fo1' optimum pelfonnanee of fen'ite

samples in respect of permeability and frequency response,

]n this respect, Mn-Zn ferrites were prepllred using nOli-stoichiometricweight

ratio and then subjected to various sintering conditions, There are two series of

samples. In one series, Mn-Zn ferrite samples were prepared with and Without

different additives like V20j Ti02, and CoO. [n other series, Mn-Zn fenile,

were prepared with the substitution of e1l2' ions for Mn2• ions.

,



Chapter-l of tins thesis deals with the importance of fcrrites, advantage of

ferrite research and gives a glimpse of tile present work. Chapter-I also

contains a survey of others work in this field.

The theoretical side is covered in Chapter-2. [t deals with tbe tbeories of

ferrimagnetism and thc crystal structurc of ferrites.

Chapter-] contains the methodoloh'Y of specimen preparation and the detail

description of preparation procedure.

Chapter-4 describes the experimental side and the description of different

mcasurements that have been performed on the doped and undoped Mn-7n

fenites samples.

The results and discussions are givcn in Chapter-5 and the conclusiOll~ dlawn

from the overall experimental results and discussions are prcsented ill Chaptel'-

6. Some of the experimental data and tables not included In the main tcxt are

given in tbc appendix.

1.2 FERRITESAND THEIR IMPORTANCE

Polycrystalline ferrites are still the optimum magnctic material in high and very

high frequency circuits and can not be replaced by any other magnetic

elements. These ferrites having high resistivity are used In a wide lange of

technological applications in radio frequency devices, high l]lIality filtet's,

operating devices and transformer cores [2.1 because such fellile~ arc relatively

inexpensive and more stable than competing materials. Fenites have fulfilled

various needs of electronics industry becausc of their many advantages over

metallic materials. Ferrites pervade almost cvelY sphere ofll1odern technology.

The present day technology owes a lot to the fenite mdnShy. RaJJgulg from the

very ordinary radio sets to the complicated and exbaustive hardwil'es involved

in computers, ferrites have found their way to prove their imporlance.



The outstanding property of ferrite which first attracted the allention was their

hIgh electlical resistivity as compared to that of metals. As a result, at high

frequency application eddy current losses are negligible in felTites comparcd 10

metals. Such intrinsic properties make the felTites indispensible matenals in

tcli-comlnunications and in the electronic mdustlY where frequency in lhe

range of 103to lOll Hz have to be handled.

In the year arOlmd 1950, telephone indu<;tlYwas badly in nccd of a 11ew

magnetic material to be used as load coils for their long distance line; and to be

used as low loss magnetic materials in band pass filters. Ferrite inductors welC

smart candidate for that requirements So, feoite and telephone technology

developed in close cooperation. Six (1952) [3] was the inlelllive and lcading

promotor of tlus development.

One oflhe principal use offeoite is 11lrcsonance cirCUIt.Feuile cores arc llsed

as inductors. Controlling and minimi:>:ingthe vaJious loss factors. ferrite cores

became the velY best inductors having high initial permeability and reduced

physical sizc. Ferrite cores arc also imporlant in power lramfollner<;, v...Jlere

high saturation induction and low hysteresis losses are of principal impOliancc,

The Mn-Zn fcrrites on which the present thesis is concerned. presently finding

increasing application in Switching Modc Supply for small to medium power

level.

High frequency ferrite application can be broadly divided into lwo categories.

Microwave and Non-microwave applications. A Microwave ferrite ~al1 be

dcfined as highly resistive magnctic matelials uscd at frequencies belween 100

MHz and 500 GHz, the highest microwave frequency now in use. Microwave

fcnites arc again of two types: Non~reciprocal and Reciprocal devices The

Non-reciprocal devices for which ferntes are almost irreplaceable have gn:atest

number of applications. These devices are essentially isolators or circulators

which perform the fol1ow:ingflUlctions:



• An isolators is merely a wave guide section in which the incident

electromagnetic wave (from mput to output) can propagate without

attenuation but an electromagneticwave coming from reversc directIOnwill

be highly attenuated.

• An n-p0l1 circulator is a device ha\~ng n p0l1s or input, and works in a

rather complicatedmaImer.

The devices of these type provide easy isolation between different cbarmels of

a microwave circuit which is essential in present teclmiques for radar and radio
links,

Thc sccond categOlY comprises of reciprocal devices, e.g. electrically

controlled phase shifters. On the other hand, the unique proper1ies of uon-

microwave fenites are high magnetic petmeability and lligh electrical

reSlStivity.These are the fenites used at frequcncleS from audio to about 500

MHz.

The computer teclutology got a new thrust when it was discovered that some

polycrystallme spinel ferrite can have a rectangular hysteresis loop and

therefore crnl be used as computer memory elements. Until 1970 nearly all

main frame computer memories consisted of ferrite cores. Around 1968,

according to Jacobs (1969) [4] the yearly world production of fenite cores was

about 2x 1010cores.

Ferrrtes also play important role in Prntide Accelerators. The operation of thesc

large machines is based on accelerating Uilltsconsisting of largc transfollners

designed as resonant cavities. High frequency application, low eddy cunent

losses favoured ferritc cores for this application, The alternatmg gradient



synchrotron in Brookhaven contains 12 such cavities and each unit contams

about 500 kg of ferrite (Brockman el ai" 19(9) 15).

Mn-Zn ferritcs arc widely I.lscdas core materials for coils or tlllnsformers 111 all

electronic equipments including information and communication devices,

Recently they are used in compact and light wClght and high efficiency

sWltcbing power supplies[IC.F-7,p-38). Magnetically soft MI1-Zn fcnites with

spinel structure are the most perspective magnetic materials used in TV sets

and videotape reeorders[ICF-7,p-60j. Apart from these fcw examples of

specific implementations of ferrites, we recall that the bulk of fenite ISu',ed In

telecommunication and COll8umerapplication TIle main consumer producls are

TV sets and radio sets in which such parts as the line transfonners, deflection

coih, tuncrs and rod antermas contain ferntc materials,

The on going ferrite research is ullveiling many mysteries that concern the

theoreticians and at the same time revealing many ,pecial propcrtlCS having

industrial importance. Perhaps it is not an exaggeration to say that the advent of

modem teclmology thus thrives much on the advancement in fenite research.

1.3 ADVANTAGES

BANGLADESH

OF FERRITE RESEARCH IN

Soft fcrritcs are relatively cheap materials which is Within our meam and,,
teeimical ability to develop. There are large number of applications of thcse

soft magnetic rnateriah where high frequency electromagnetic energy use is

involved.

At present, imported soft ferrites are being used as high frequency transformer

materials, inductors, aJl\C1U1aS,recording heads, eore m Switched Mode Power

Supply (SMPS) etc. Other more sophislicated applications arc 111 magnetic

• • •



recording tapes and in compuler memory. Research in this field ",ill provldc

infonnatioll in choosing appropliate matel;als for the above uscs and ultllnalely

high quality materials with desired characteristics.

At prcsent. Bangladcsh is totally dependenl upon the impoltcd temte cores and

other soft magnetic materials, If we can develop a fernte induslry in our

country, thaI may alleviate this problem.

Thc present thesis reports that the Mn-Zn ferrile samples that ai-eprepared and

investigated have high penneabilily between the frequency range of 0.1 MHz to

5 MHz. The best quality video heads require fell'ite cure5 that Clill show Iligh

permeabihty m this frequency band. So, these Mn-Zn ferrite salnples can he

used as vldco heads. Hence, if we can carryon our research in soft magnetic

materials and in ferrites, Bangladesh can ea5ily develop a profitalJle fen;te

industry and can thus strengthen its electronic industry.

1.4 REVIEW OF OTHER WORKS

Fell'ites, the double oxides commonly expressed by the general chemical

fonllula MO,Fe20J, where M rcpresents divalent metals, first eonunallded the

pllblic attention when S,Hilpert [I] focused on the usefulness of fen ites at high

li-equency_ A systematic investigatIOn was lallllched by Snoek [6J at I'ililips

Research Laboratory, At the same time Takai [7J at Japan wa, 5CriOll~ly

engaged in the research work on the same materials Snock's o.tensive works

on ferrites unveiled many myslelie~ regarding magnetic propel ties of ferntcs.

I-Iewas particularly looking for high penneability matelials of cubic struclure.

This particular shucture, for symmetry reasons, support low crystalline

allisotropy. He fOlllld suitable materials in the fOllll of mixed spinels of the typc

(MZn) Fe20.j, where M stands for metals like Cll, Mg, Ni or Mn, for winch

pcnneabilily were fOlllld to be upto 4000 [8]. Here after stm15 lhe ,lory of MIl-

,



Zn ferrites. Remarkable properties like high permeability, low loss feature,

high stability of permeability with temperature and time, high wear re~istance,

controlled coercive force, low switching coefficient etc. have aptly placed Mn-

Zn ferrites as highly demandable ferrites to both researchers (HId

•
•

manufacturers. Every year a great deal of papers are being published 011 various

a,pects of Mn-Zn rerrites. A large number of scientists and technologIsts arc

engaged in research to bring about improvements on the magnetic plopcrttcs of

Mn-Zn ferritcs .

The sintering process is considered to be one of the most vital step in fenite

preparation and often plays a dominant role in many magnetlc propel1ies. Junzo

Tasaki el 01. [9] studied the effect of sintering atmosphere on permeability of

sintered ferrite. They found that high density is one of the factors which

contribute to greater permeabihty, Ii. However, 1-1decreased in an aUIlDsphele

without 0) at high sinterillg temperature where high density was e"pected, TIllS

decrease in penneability is attlibuted to the variation of chemical compOSition

caused by volatilization of Zn. At low sintering temperature a high

penneability is obtained in an atmosphere without O2 because dellsJficahon and

stoichiomeo) plays a principal role in increasing ~L At high sintcring

temperature the highest 1-1is obtained in the presence of 01 because the effect of

decrease of Zn content can thcn be neglected.

Yuzo Shichio et. aL worked on vacuum silltered Mu-Zn fenites [101 and theil

investigation yielded the following results:

• In vacuum, gas content in a green compact of fenite is removcd and

homogeneous grain growth occurs owing to the diITerence ill the

temperature ranges of spinel fonnation and demification so that

homogeneous pore free grains can be obtained by sintering ill vacuum.

Grain growth can be promoted by firing the vacuum sintered fell'ile in an

equilibrium atmosphere. Therefore a high permeability ferrite call be



obtained by this method. rectangular hyslcreSlS fC]'l'ilcs w1th superior

magnetic properties can be obtained also.

• Magnetic properties deteriorate by machining and can be removed by

atllcaling. Vacuum is the best atllealing condition for Mn-Zn fenites

A Mossbauer study of Mn-Zn femtes petformed by C. Michalk [IIJ also

focused on the importance of sintering conditions. He showed that the Mn.Zn

fomlation process goes over an mtenmdiate Zn fenite phase during the

sinteIing of mixed raw oxides in air Moreover, at tcmperatllrc below 600°C a

tetragonal phase ZnMn204 was fowld using Mn02 as r1\Wma\crials for Mn

component. The Mossbauer study ,hows that Mn-Zn fonnatlon IScompleted by

800°C mstead of l2000C for sinlering in air.

Studying the electromagnetic properties of Mn-Zn felTites, T. Nakamura[ 12J
suggested that both the smtering density and the average grain sizc IIlcrcased

with sinlering temperature. These changes were responSible for variations in

magnetization, initial permeability and electrical resistivity. BOlh magnetization

and elcctncal resistivity decreases as sintering density increases.

M. J. Tsay reported that [13] the high permeabihty Mn-Zn fclTites production is

very difficult beeause of the evaporation of Zn at the other slirface of sintering

cores under a reduced atmosphere, leading to a reduction in illltlal pcrmcability.

A low pattial pressure of O2 and long annealing time usually result, in a mueh

seJious Zn evaporation. In general the larger the sizc of Mn-Zn cores, the

higher the degree of product homogeneity obtained.

The microstructure study of Mn-Zn ferrites can provide substantial inforrnntion

011vanons magnetic properties_ A. L Stluijls made a detail SlIlVCYon thi,

matter[14]_ Results are prcsented on theoretical and experimental studies of

sintering bchaviour of femtes. Low porosity ferritcs can be made when an

excess of anion vacancies is present. The sinterability IS dlaslically decreased

in fenites with an excess of cation vacancies. The ferntes also show



exaggerated pore gro'Nlh,giving rise to a microstructure in which all pores are

intragranular.

High quality. high stability Mn-Zn ferritcs is one of the principal goal of

presenl trend of research. P. Mossman in his paper ll5 J empha~ise impm1ant
stages in a mixed oxide process for the production of high stability. low los,

Mn-Zn ferrites. The influence of microstructure is discussed with special

references 10 the eITects of porosity on disaccomodation and losses. Also

tentative mechanism is given which accounts qualitativel) for the observed

effeds. Finally, optimummicrostructures are discussed in relation 10very low

loss materials, having loss factors tan0ll-l =2)(10-" at 100 KH;-; and

disaccomodation factors DF=O.2xIO-6.

High permeability auairunent is certainly aITecledby the microstructUieof thc

fenites. E. Ruess shows that [t6] the very high penneabilities are restricted to

certain temperature ranges and the shapes of penneability versu, lemperature

curves are strongly affected by any inhomogeneity in the ferrite structurc.

A. Noonlelmer, M. T, Johnson et. al. showcd [17] thallhe minostTucture and

m particular grain size is seen to strongly influeocc the complex inillal

pelmeahility of Mn-Zn fe11'iteswith grain ,ize varying between 0.2 and 911111,

FIl11hennon:, the temperature dependence of permcability reduces wilh

dccreasing grain size to the point whcrc little of the intrinsically temperature

dependent behaviour remains for the smallesl grain ,izes

Joseph Pankert et. al. provided a study on the influence of grain boundaries on

complex permeability in Mn-Zn felTites [18]' In that paper. they developed a

first principle model for grain bOlwdary. Furthennore, they argued that an

increase m the exchange energy is respomible for decrease in permea1JJ1ltyand

not an increase in demagnetization energy,

w



S. Yamada and E.Otsuki analyzed the power loss in Mn-Zn fen-ites 119]. It is

disclosed that the power loss was able (0 be divided experimentally into the

hysteresis loss, the resisti"ity dependent loss component, and the resistivity

independent component by con-elating(P~-PIL)to IIPe at T""".Accolding (0 the

estimated domain size and driving conditIOns,the reSIdual loss is alllibuted to

the resonance phenomena inside the domain wall due (0 the high speed rotation

of spin inside the domainwall.

Shuichi jda presented a paper on cation vacancy and femte[20J. He argued that

since ferritcs are berthoelide compounds and the ionic radii of O2 ion IS

substantially larger than those of iron group cations most of ferrilcs have nOll-

stoichiometric compositions and crystal lattices contain cation vncancies.

Although the densities of vacancies are U'iuallyvery small I.C, less (han 10",

they play substantial role lD certain aspect of fenites. In pal1ieulal', (he

magnetic relaxation of femtes at low frequency is seriously relilted to the

calion vacancies.

PJ, Van der Zaag el. al.. reported on the relation between grain size and

domain size in Mn-Zn studied by Neutron depolarization[21j. Thi, work

reports on the domain size determination lly means of Neutron depolanzation

in a series of polyelystalline Mn-Zn ferrites of varying grain ,ize but altered

composition For ferrite sample with grain size between 0,3 (0 3 !-L1n,it is

found that the domain size is identical to grain Slze i,e., no magnetic domalll

walls are present within the grams.

Working on the relation between grain boundary structure and hysteresis los,e,

in Mn-Zn ferrites, M. H. Bcrger[22] showed in his paper that thc Illnuence of

post sinteling thermochemical conditions 011lhe bulk magnetic propertlCSof

Mn-Zn feuites has been conelaled to (he elechical behaVIOur of grain

boundaries and to their crystallographic chernistl'y,H is concluded that in order

"



to ffilruffilze the hysteresis losses, it is imperative to keep the amount of

coincidence boundaries small and to maintain a high pmtial pressure of 01

during cooling.

Jeniea Neamtu et.al. [23] reported in a paper on the mfluence of additives of

Ti4' ions on the properties of Mn-Zn ferrites and found that the magnetic and

electrical properties of high permeability ferrites with addition of Ti4• Ions

improved Elech'icai resistivity increases while the loss factor lanlS and

disaccomodation factor decreases, Structural and magnetlc properties of high

pellneablhty .Mn-Zn ferrites with Ti4' ions eonfinn that Ti"' makc pairs with

FeZ. ions and occupy the octahedral sites in the elystalline lattice

y, H, Han, J.J. Sub [24] presented a paper on the effect of sinlenng conditions

on the chanIcteristic of Mn-Zn ferrites. The paper reported that the sintering

temperature significantly changed the microstructure alld effected the power

loss behaviour at the frequency range over 100KHz, The best power loss

characteristic at 100KHz, 200mT and at 500KHL:, SOmT were observed in the

samples sintered over 1300"( and below 1250'IC respectively, rhose results

systematically indicated that the power loss depended on the grain size,

electrical reSIstIvity and dCllsity of sintered cores.

N. Rezlescli et.a!. studied the copper ions influence In Mg-Zn fcrrites [251. 111

that paper they showed that the incorporation of copper oxide into Mg-Zn

ferrite activates the lattice diffusion and makes it possible to reduce the

sintering temperature. The propelties in these compounds are controlled by the

copper content. The optimum copper content was appreciated to he x=0,3

which is sufficient to promote sintcrillg at low tempeIllture (1050"(') and yield

a good density (4.5gm1cm').

Several workers have studied the influence on the gram gl'ov,nh and

densificatron in soft ferrites for small additions of various oxidcs like V10j,



SnO, and TiO" either singly or in combination with each other [26-27J, "",ilh a

view to manipulating their clectrical/magnetic properlies. II i, already

eslablished lhal defect characteristics like impurity ions in the form of solid

solulions, second phase precipitates, and generally excl1 a drag over lhe grain

boundary during sintering . But a liquid phase, which wev, the graillS, prOVIdes

a fast transp0l1 medium for the host ions, during sintering.

E, Rezlescu el. al [28] have reported on "The influence of additives on the

properties of Ni-Zn ferrite used in lnagnetlc heads". The additives were CaO.

Na20, zr02, LhO, K,O and Sb,O) They found that the relative density

generally increases with increasing impurity content. The most imp0l1ant

increase in the density was obtained by thc lriple additions of Na,O-CaO-%:l'Ol

and Na20-CaO-Li20. For these samples thc bulk density attains 98% of that

given by X-ray. The best properties acceptable for magnetic heads WCICin fact

obtained for these Sanlp1eS.They have also found experimentally that a higher

impurity contcnt (0.4-0,5 wt%) does not facilitate thc dcnstficalion of samples,

but, on the contrary, it deteriorates the magnetic propelties. Coneernmg the flux

density S, this decreases at the beginning with illcrcasing lInpurity l:ontenL has

a minimum for 0.1 1'11% impurity and theIl, for 0.2-0,3 I'd% impurity. it

ltlcreases HO\',ever, the B valucs for the samples of NalO-CaO-bO, and

Na]O-CaO-LbO are smaller a<;compared 10pure ferrite As most a.ddiliv~s are

inclined 10decrease the flux density, it is important to select both a certain kind

of and a eeltatll amount of additives, Coerclvity IS also affected by additives,

The coercivc force increa,es with increasing additives content up 10 0.1 wt%

additive and then it decreases; the Li40 has a litlle effect on lhe coer~ive force

He. The highest values of He were obtatned by an addilion of ZrOl The

value of the coercive force He varies between 21.4 Aim for the fernIe withOllt

additives and 41.2 Aim for the ferrite with 0, I wt''Io Z1I02, AI,o, by a triple

addilion of Na40-CaO-LilO a value of 22.4 A./m was oblained which is qUIte

neaT to that of the sample without additives, The iniliallllagnetic pwneabillty

•



~' decreases with increasing impurity content, having a minimum for 0.1 wt%

additive and then it increases for 0.2 wt% additive. But, for the Li20 doped

<;amples,the initial magnetic penneability fI' increases cOlltinllouslyand thus,

for these fenites, the values of penneability can be obtained exceeding those

without addltlVcs. In addition, the initial magnetic penneablhty fl' for the

sample with triple additive of Na20-CaO-Lip was higher than that of the

ferrite without additives. The frequency dependence of the Initial penneabllity

~l'for Na20-CaO-Li20 added fcnite are higher than that of CaO or Na20 added

felntes or for a ferrite without additives at high frequency. The studIed

impurities have a little effect on the specific saturationmagnetization Ci,. It was

observed that for most of the samples, 0", is a little hIgher than for the sample

without additive, except for the Li20 additive which gives a slightly smaller

value of the specific saturation magnetization Cis . Also, regarding the Cune

temperature To, practically, these are not affected by the addItives, ror all

samples with additives, the Cune temperature varies betwccn 428 and 434 K,

whilc for the ferrite without additives T, is 429K. The de resistIvity. p of the

sintercd ferritcs as a function of additives content was measured too. They

found that only an addition of Na20 or CaO increases the p values

comparatively with the p value for the fcrntc without additives, other additive

had a little effect on the resistivity.

The inf1ueneeon the grain growth and density ofNi-Zn fcnilcs in presence of

V20S have been studied by Kulikowski [29J, Jain er al.[26] and Gasiorek eI ai,

[30}.Also M.Amanul1alJChoudhury, el 01 [31] have studied on "nle illtIuenee

of V20S on the overall magnetic properties of Ni-Zn fcrrites", They have

reported that the initial magnetic permeability 1-1'increases sharply wlth V20,

content, having a maximum for 0,7 mol% and then it decreases appreciably

with fUl1herIl1creasingcontent to 1,4mol% and 2.1 mol% . The lowest value of

coercive force Heis obtained as per highest density attained at 0.7 ll1ol%agrees

widl die lowest value of porosity achieved, The rernanance and maximum

f



induction Bmalso increase with increaslllg amount of V20, up to 0.7 mol %

and thcn decrease. There is an appreciable increase in the static mitial

permeability with increasing amount of V20, at 0,7 mol%,

From this review work, it is observed that the magnetic propcrties like

penneability, Curie temperature, satw.ation magnetization etc. are dependent

on doping in a very complicated way and there is not straightforward

relationship between the nature and the quantity of doping on magnetic

characteristics to be understood by any simple theOlY.These are dependent on

several factors like sintering conditions, prcparation method, eomposll1onsetc.

In the present work, it is aimed at detennining expetimentally the magnetic

properties as affected by sllltering temperature, compositions and the nature of

doping, so that Mn-Zn [emtes with appropriate doping can be obtained 11l

respect of high frequency response with low loss and high permcability.

1.5 PRESENTWORK

Mn-Zn ferro-ferrites are well known as a class of fenite, sho\\,ing good soft

magnetic properties upto frequencies of several MH7., A fl1rther attractive

property of the Mn-Zn ferro-ferrite system is the possibility to significantly

modify the magnetic properties by introducing small amount of dopant IOns

(32]' It is onc of the most extensively used fenites. The Mil-Ln ferritc hl's

found vanous uses ill the high frequency region. High permeabllily, low loss

feature, high wear resistance, controlled coercive force etc, arc the few

examples of the remarkable characteristics possessed by the Mn-Zn ferritc. The

chemical and magnctc structure of Mn-Zn fenite are well known. 11 i~

fenimagnetic and possesse~ a cubic structure

In the present work, our aun IS to investigate various magnetic propcI1ics

exhibited by Mn-Zn ferrite samples with and without dopants havmg the

general chemical fonnula



where a+b+c = 1 . The value of a ,b and care choscn in sllch a way that wc can

have two distinct seoes of compositions. Two ;enes arc 1\'lno.\1

Zno44Fe2o.\O'l,and MnO.7_xCU,Zno22Fe20R0<l'In the first scrics I mole % of

V20j, TiO. and CoO are doped. In the second series, we uscd Cu'• ions

substltutcs for Mn2-,

At frist, the X-ray diffraction pattem has been taken to get the infOlmation

regarding the crystal structure of the samples. The Curie temperature

measmements are performed in order to have a closer vie\,' on the ferrimagnetic

interactions between the magnetic atoms. The magnetization measurements

give a general view on magnetic moment arrangements in different crystal site~.

The pelmeability measurements are done 111order to find the optimum

compositions, the best sinteling conditions and microstructure study is also

perfOlTllcdto have information on grain size distribution.

The physical properties of fcnites depend sensitively on the chemical

composition, preparation conditions, sintermg temperature and time, and

amount and type of additives [33]' As a rcsult, it is po;sible to obtain a good

soft magnetic material by optimally choosing the addl\lvcs, The magne(lc

properties are required to be improved for the fCl'l'ite lIlalelials ~ollle

improvemelll of Mn-Zn ferrite single clystals have been underlaken by

adjusting chemical compositions, their homogeneIties and reducing residual

stresses. In this study, the effects of additives on Mn-Zn feniles single crystals

were investigated in a malUler as the magnetiC propel1ies of [Jolycl'ystalline

fcnites have been improved by some addItives, The main dleme of this thesis

work is to find an optimum composition and a best sintering conditIOn for tow

loss and wliform high permeability over a laJge frequency range rather than

looking only for theoretical explanations of the complex mechalllsrns involved

in various aspect of Mn-Zn ferrite samples. •
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CHAPTER-2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 THEORYOF FERRI MAGNETISM

The hisl01Y of the development of theories of FClTimagnetism is no! very

ancient one. The substantial imp011ance of magnetic oxides in high frequency

application was perceived as early as 1909 by S, Hilpe11 r I] , He made rigorous

investigations on various oxides including some special magnetic ones which

(Irecalled 'femte'. By the year 1915 the clyslals stlUctlire of ferrite was known,

Ttlls was independently done by W.H,Bragg [2] in England and S. Nishikawa

[3] ill Japan. A resourceful study on the chemistry of fenites was done by

Forestier (1928) [4]. In spite of all these endeavoms fcrnmagnelism had not

been marked as a distinct categOlY of magnetism tUltil 1948. L. Ned came lip

with his revo[utionllJY paper and established ferrimagnetism as a distinct class

of magnetlsnL In practical importance they are second only to fcrromagnetics

and are superior to them in some applications,

As it is evident from ferromagnetism that, incomplete 3d shells in [mnsition

and 4f shells in rare-earth elements result in permanent atomic magnetic

moment. \Vhen they are all in parallel alignment we get F'erromaj?/le/lsm . But

elements right next to the ferromagnetic transition elements (e.g, iron, cobalt,

nickel ) such as Chromium, Manganese are not ferromagnetic, It has bcen

fOlmd that magnetic moments in these materials alternate from atom to atom as

shown in Fig. 2.1(b). Such materials are known to be Anti-ferromagoelic. But

Ferrimagnctism is somewhat different from these FCll'olllagneti~m and

Antiferromagnctism. It has followmg feahll'es:

•



I. two or more specie5 of magnetic iODS.

2. ordering of all constitucnt ions.

3, a mixed scheme of ferromagnetic and anti- ferromagnetic spin CUUpliHg

of magnetic ions, and

4. a net magnetization

These materials are said to possess Ferrimagner/,I'm, The most important

fenimagnetic substances are certain double oxides of iron and uther mctals.

These magnctlc substances called FHRRITES are developed into commercially

useful materials chIefly during the years 1933-1945 by Snock [5] and his

associates at Philips Research Laboratory in Irolland.

Albeit [eITiles show somc characteristics similar to that of ferromagnetic, there

are somc marked discrepancies. Unlike the ferrimagnetic, fenites are IOnic

compowld and hence work as semiconductor, in most of the cases as isolator.

That's why Feynman [6] used to call them(erromagnellc insula/or.

Ferrites have very high resistivity (at least million times thaI of a metal), This

high resistivity ensures their use in high frequency application where eddy

cunent loss minimization is badly needed. Also, thc magnetization curves

shown in Fig,-2.2 shows that the reduced magncti;.-.ation 0, .. C;u of a typical

fenite decreases rather rapidly With increasing temperature, whereas the value

of 0",,00for iron remains large until Tf T, exceeds about 0.8 . f1ll1herrnore, in

thc paramagnetic region, the variation of the inverse susceptibility with

temperature is decidedly non-linear, This shows that thc Curie-Weiss law is not

obeyed.

These several facts led Neel to envisage a distinct fOlln of magnetic structure

for the feuite,;, Crystallographic studies have provided the clue that the calion,

ma
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ferrite el)'stal occupy two cl)stallographi~ally dll'ferent kinds of POSilioli~alled

A sites a.nd R sites. Neel made the basie as;umption that the exchange

interaction between these two sites is negative, mcaning that the spin

orientation IS opposite to each other This thing abo happens 111

antifellomagnctiSlll. The difference is that, III case of fenimagne!ism

mab'llitlldes of the A and B sublaniee mab'lletizations arc not equal and a Iltt

spontaneou; magnetization results.

The exchange interaction acting in fcrrites ISof a different kind, ,'Is pOlllted out

by Nee!, the cations are 1llLltllally;eparated by bigger aniuns (oxygen lOns)

which practically excludes a direct contact between thc cation orbitals. maklllg

any direct exchange at least vel)' weak. Instead, we encounter SllfJ~I' j,'xchurlge

i.e, indirect exchange via oxygen p orhitals that may iJe strong tnough to order

the magnetic moments. The strength of this inttraction depends on the degree

of orbitlll overlap of oxygen p orbital and transition mewl d ol'iJitaJ. Tilt

interaction decreases as the metal ions mow apart and thc angle bdwtcn thcm

decrea;es from IS00 to 900. In Neel's theory. the interacliOll arc tnken a~

effective inter and intra-sublatticc interaclions A-A, 11-11und A-13 I he typt of

magnetic order depends on their relativc strength Thc theory (If super

exchange as given by Anderson (1959, 1963) [7-SJ and the semi elllplrlcal rule;

provided by Goodcnough (195S) [9] and Kanamori (1959) [IOJ yield some

predictions concerning the sign and strength of this interaction. It is found that

A-A interaetlOn is weak compared to H-I> interaction. Bu! angle between G-Il

interaction is 90° thus making it weak compared to A-G interaction where allgle

is 125('. Thus a.nti parallel spin alignment ta"es in two wb latllces, Tht

interactIon energy density may be written as

U=-2 J Si,SJ (t)

If the exchange intregral, J in equation (1) is positive, we achitve

fenomagnetism. A negative J may give li;e to anti-ferromagnetism or



ferrimagnetism.The mean exchange fields acting on A and B sites may he

wrillen as

BA = -AMA - ~Mll

BJl = -I-IM" - v MB (2.)

All constants A. , I-l , v are taken to be posltive, The minus sign lhan

corresponds to an antiparalle1 interaction The IIlteraelion energy density is

U = -1/2 (BA .MA -I-RB, Mill

= 1/2 A MAl -I- IJMJI . i\-h + 1/2 v M1/

(3)

This is lower when MA is anti-parallel to Mil than when MA is parallel to Ml'

The energy of antiparallel alignment should be compared with zero, because a

possible solution is MJI=Mn = 0, Thus when

(4)
> 1/2 (A

the ground ~tate will have MA directed opposite to MI, Under ccrtaill

conditions there may be non-collinear spin anays of still lower energy.

The susceptibility of ferrimagnets is readily formulated if we assign separale

Curie constants CA and Cn to the two sublattiecs. Neglecting intra sublattice

interaction we have fcrrimagnets:

Sub lalliee A

BA = -IJMB

Sub lattice B

(5)



Here B., is applied field. These equations have a non zelO solution for ~,1,,\and

;",11<in zero applied field if

o

from which the femmagnetic Curie temperature T=Or is givcn by

we solve eqn. (5) for MAand MBto obtain the su~ceptjbility at T>8r

(6)

(7)

='[\.!A+MB
X B

"
(8)

1 his is more complicated than the Curie -Weiss law for ferrmnagncts at T

>81, The plot of 1/); against T is shown in Flg.2.3. [( is to be noted that the

reciprocal fcrrimagnetic susceptibility SllOWSconsiderable curvatUIC as the

tcmperature approaches ElF and becomes infimte at 0t
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2.2 FERRITES

The most important fcrrimagnetie snbstances are certain double oXldes of 11'O1l

and other metal. These mab'lletic oxides arc commonly known a,,terme.I', The

general chemical composition can be written as MeO. FeeO." where Me

represents a divalent metal ion such as Ni, Mn or ZIL Thc study of

crystallographical experiment on ferrites has proved that they call be taken as

direct descendants from 3 natural compounds the spinel, the garnet illld the

magneto plumbite, The outstanding prop CIt)' of fcnites which makes them

sUltable [or many applications is their high electrical rCSlsti"ity compared to

that of metals, Their specific resistivity ranges from }02 to 1010 a.-cm "ihich is

upto 15 order o[ magnitude higher than that of metals like iron. High frequency

application thus demands extensive impltcation of ferrite industry,

2.3 DIFFERENTTYPES OF FERRITE

'I he mab'11dic femtes fall into Iwo b'IOUP<;of different cl)'slal ,tmclure a~

shown below:

FERRITE

CUBIC

c,g, MO.fepJ

HEXAGONAL

CUBIC FERRITES: These have the general formula MO,Fe10, where Nt i, a

dIvalent metal ion like Mn, Ni, Fe, Co, Mg etc. Cobalt ferrite CoO.Fe10,1 1<;

magnetically hard, but all other cubic ferritcs arc magnetically soft. These

fenite are said to have SPINEL structure and arc often called/am ,~pjnefs



because their crystal structure is closely related to that of mineral spmcl

MgO.AhOl' In case of ferrites the divalent ions replace Mg and Irivalenl ions

replace AI, In all cases the ionic radii of the substituting ion should bc bctwcen
o

aboutO.Sto 1,0 A [II].

HEXAGONAL FERRITES:These ferrites, bsentially employed IIImiCl'Owave

frequencies, have hexagonal stlucturc, They have an axis of symmetry. C and a

tugh magnetoclystalline anisotropy. The preparation ofllexagonal [cnile is the

ceramic technique and is almosl same as Ihat of ,pineh, During thc pres,mg the

grains are oIiented by a magnetic field in order 10 align thc C-axis of all

crystalliles in Ihe sanle direction. As a result, a sample similar to a permanent

magnet is produccd. When a microwave field is applied to a plane

perpendicular to magnetization direction, a gyro-resonance eITect is oll'ien'ed,

There are two types ofthi, hexagonal fenites: M-type and W -typc.

M-lype ferrites are derived from Barium or Strontium fcrrites, whose fOlll1\t1ac

are BaFcl~OI" and SrFeI10I9. By partial substitution of AI" Ions (01' Gal' or

oj' )for fe". iOllScauses the magnetization to increase and magnetocry,>talline

anisotropy field to increase; where as by substitutions of the groups Ti I Me2' 01

Ge4'Me" (with Me~+ "" Co, Ni, Zn --------) for Fe!" ions, causes both the

magnetization and the anisotropy field to decrease. The combined ~ubstitutlOn

of both result in better stability of anisotropy field, H, . with tcrnpel'atllre [12 j

\V-type arc dcrived from brolum femtcs whose fOfIllllla is Nil13a['clf,On: by

partial substitution of AI'" ions for 1'e1< ions, cauSll1g IIlcl'emenl 111

magnetization and au isotropy field, H,; whereas by partial subslitlltion of Co2'

fDl' Ni" causcs H. to decrease keeping magnetization unchanged, The,e fen ircs

are used in circulators with rcsonance fl'cqllencies lower than thosc of M-Iypc

112].



Besides these, there are few other ferrimagneties of substantial importance.

Among them y-fe,Oj called maghemite and Gamets are worth mentioning, y"

fe,O) has cubic structure and is formed by oxidizing magnetite. It IS UllStable

and transfonns to 0> fe20,1 (hematite) on heating above 400°C and l-Fei), IS

cUIl'ently the most popular material for magnetic recording tapes.

On the other hand, Gamet, the semi precious stone, is a group of iSOlllorphou>

minerals with a complex cubi\: structure, The most common Gallic!, Ymillln-

Iron gamet, the YIG, has tmportant applications at very high frequencies, III

nllcrowave regIOn.

2.4 CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF SPINEL FERRITES

The usual name for cubic ferrites is Spinel ferrite becallse its ~rystal structure is

similar to the mineral spinel MgAb04 clystal1ized in thc Cllbic system, This

clystal structure was first detennined by Bragg [2] and by Nishlkaw;l llj. The

smallest cell of this spinel lattice having cubic symmetry contains eight

molecules or total of 8x7 = 56 ions, The large oxygen ions ( radin> about
o

1.3 A ) are packed quite close together in a face centered cubi~ arrangement mid

o
the much smaller metal ions (radii ranging from 0.7 to 0,8 A) occupy the

spaces between them. Thcse spaces are of two types, One i~ Tetrahedral. called

the A-sill.' because metal ion is placed at the center of a tetrahedron witll oxygen

atoms at the comer of the tetrahedron The other is Octahedral. called the fj_

sill.' because oxygen ions around it occupy the comer of all oclalledron as

shown in fig.-2.4. The crystallographic enviromnent of
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Fig, 2.4: CrY5to\ structure of IJ cubic ferrite.



A and B sites are therefore distmctly differcnt. In a unit cell there are 64

letrahedral sites of which 8 are filled and 32 octahedral sites of which 16 are

filled, A unit cell contains 50 many ions thaI it is better to imaginc Ihe unil I:dl

of edge a to be divided mto 8 octants each of edge al2 as shown fig. 2..-\,The 4

shaded octants have identical contents - so do the other lInshaded OIlCS.The

odants of two lower left in (c) is shown in (d). As we already know thaI Ihe

gcncral fonllula for spinel ferrite is MO.Fe101 the distrihution of divalent M

and bivalent Fe)' ions is vcry intriguing 11 was believed thaI 8 M iOIl"fire 111 3

avmlable A siles and the 16 Fe.1<ions are in 16 B sites. In many cases, the facl

IS so, flSin mineral spinel, which is therefore known flSa Normal .\pinef. Bflrth

and Posnjak [13] have shown, however that thIS simple assumptl(lIl IS nol

always right. Employing X-ray diffractlOn, neutron diffraction leehnique and

from saturation magnetiwtion magnitude at absolute zero it has bcen found that

spinels also occur with 8 M ions in 8 ofthc 16 B sites and With 16 Fe1' ions

unifornlly distribnted over the remaining sites. l'hese are called fnJler,le .\pinel.

XRD providcd that Zn and Cd-ferritcs m'e nornla[ and othcr are inver,e.

Neutron diffraction confirmed this. A completely nonnal or Illvcrse spillel

represents extreme cases. Thc general cation distnbution can be indicated as

where ions on A sites are given in front of square brackets and the 8 sitcs ions

are within brackets. For a completely random disttibution S =/ 3, for 110nnal

spinel 8= J and for inverse 8=0 . The quantity (j is a measure of invcrsion. In

the case of some ferrites 8 depends upon the method of preparation.

3tl
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CHAPTER-3

SPECIMEN PREPARATION

3.1 METHODOLOGY OF FERRITE PREPARATION

The preparation of polycrystalline ferrites with optimum desired properties IS

still a complex and difficult task. Knowledge and control of the chemical

composition, homogeneity and microstructure afC very crucial. The preparation

of po\ycrystalline ferrites with properties optimized has always demanded

delicate handling and cautious approach. As the most of the properties needed

for ferrite applications arc not inllinsic but extrinSIC, preparation of samples has

to encounter added complexity. The fcnile is not completely defined by its

chemistry and crystal structure but also requires knowledge and control of

parameters of its microstructure such as density, grain size and porosity and

their intra- and intergranular distribution, It is well known that almost all

femtes decomposes at the elevated temperature if we want to mel! them under

normal conditions. This happens because the oxygen splits off at higher

temperamre reducing Fe,l+ to Fe2+. This necessarily irnplies lhat ferrite

preparation by melting, as in case of metals, is not possible. The \lonnal

methods of preparatlon of fenites comprise the conventlOllal ceramic melhod or

powder metallurgy, chemical co-precipilalion method and sol-gel method, In

this thesis work conventional eeramic method has employed for lhe prepwation

of Mn-Zn ferrite for its relative simplicity and availability The powder

preparation process and smtering facility available at the Magnelic Material

Division, Atomic Energy Centre, Dhaka has been utilized for the preparatlon of

samples. Thrcc types of Mn-Zn femte polycrystalline samples with and WIthout

different dopants with general formula

Mn.ZnbFC2+,04

where a+b+e =1 , have been prepared by this method. Thc different sample>

wilh vmying a, b and e dopant percentage arc shown in table-l in Appendix.



The properties of Mn-Zn samples arc mfluenced considerably by ~intering

temperature and dopants used in this process and is found that a closed

conespondence between different samples with and without dopants rnay be

achieved

3.2 METHOD OF PREPARATION

The general preparation procedure of fenites compllses of followmg operations

as shown in the block diagram below and the detail of which are de~cribed

subsequently.

Oxides of raw Wetghing by [)ry mixing by Wet mixing
materials ~ different mole e-. steel mortar by

percentage ball milling

I Milling Presintering Briquetillg Drying I

Pressing to Sintering Finished
desired shapes I- ~ Products

As a whole the preparation procedure generally consists of four majUi ~teps

1 Preparing a mixture of materials with the catIOns morc 01' less in the
ratio conesponding to that in the final product

2. Prdlring the mixture to form fenite.

3 Converting the <raw' ferrite into powder and pressing the powder into
the required shape.

4, SinteIing to produce a highly densilied product.



One thing is to be remembered that, the sintcring process is irreversible in

terms of mICrostructure so that constant care must be mamtamcd to keep

conditions constant prior to and during sllltering,

The followmg discussion will cover the important features of each step.

1.Preparing a mixture of materials having the right ratio of cations

The extent of work in this step varies greatly, depending on the stalting

materials, When component oxides are used, the conespollding step involves a

mere mixing of the oxides by wet milling. To avoid iron contamination. mixing

is done with stainless steel balls in a steel ball milling machine and a fluid such

as distilled water is used to prepare the mixture into a slurry.

The raw materials for the preparation of the Mn-Zn ferrite were oxide, of iron,

nickel oXlde and zinc oxide. The high purity of raw matcnals are given in the

analytical research grade as supplied by Ihe mallufactw'er t;,Murf.. of Germany,

The constituent component in required stoichiomettic prnpOltions were

weighed first and then were thoroughly mixed using ceranuc mOlta!'and pestle,

The resultant powder were then ball milled for 6 to 8 hours to produce 'fine

powders of mixed constituents.

2.Preflrlng the mixture to form ferrite

The sluny prepared in step 1 is dried, palletiz.ed and then transferred 10 a

porcelin crucible for prefiring at temperature betw~en 900°C and 1250'lC. This

was perfonned in the furnace named Gallen Kamp at AECD, As f[lr as the final

compOSlllon of the ferrite is concerned step-2 is most et'lJcial because

subsequent steps would not change the composition substantially For thi~

reason, it is important to understand how II ferrite is formed from its component

oxides, Few detail studies have reported on formation on Mn-Zn fernte

prepared by conventional mixed oxides ceramic methods [1-8] The solid state



leactions leading to the fonnation of fenites actually achieved by coullter

diffusion. TIlis means that thc diffusion involves two or more specie, of Ions

which move in opposite direction initially across Ihe mterface of lwo contacting

pm1ic1es of different component oxides. In 1965 Calter, Kooy and Reijnen [9-

14) made careful studies of the position of inert markers in diffusions couples

and computed that the counter diffusion essentially involves the movement of

cations through a more or less rigid latlice of oxygen anions.

During the prefJring stage, the reaction of Fe20., with metal oxide (say. MO or

M';,°3 ) takes place in the solid state to form spinel according to the reactions

[15]:

2 M'20J +4 Fe:p3 --) 4M'fe20~ (Spinel) + 0;,

The MnO creep into Fe20} as below, to fonn an intermediate phase

0.1 at low temperature:

after that Zn iOIlSare introduced hy

NiFe2-

The mechanism Just described for the formation of fenites justifies the separate

prefiring and sintering steps taken in the preparation procedures. The ferrile is

fonned essentially in step 2 but the 'raw' ferrite thus fonned has poor qualities.

In order to produce chemically homogeneous and magnetically beller matenal

this prefired lump material was crushed., These oxide mixtures wcre then

milled thoroughly for 6-8 hours to ohtam homogenous mixture. It is 10 be

mentioncd that the grain size can be reduced to "" 1).1 by nonnal ball milling.
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However, some fraction of the particles in that case may be ledllced to even

submicron level.

3. Converting the raw ferrite into powder and pressing the

powder

Besides reducing the particle size to '" Ij.l , winding also eliminates mtra

particle pores and homogenizes the ferrite by mixing (Int. Symp. React. In

Solids,Elsevier,Amsterdam). To promote successful sintering in the next steps,

the powder must be well characterized after grinding with respcct to such

factors as particles size and'distribution, palticlc shape, homogeneity, adsorbed

gases, impuJities and inn'aparticle porosity. Iron contamination due to

continuous wear of the mill wall and steel balls need to be closely watched and

minimized. Now to this grotmd homogeneous powder polyvmyl alcohol is

addcd as a bmder. Pressing the powder into compacts of dcmed shapes is done

either by conventional method in a die-punch assembly or by hydrostattc 01'

isostatic compaction.

Wc made use of the fonner one. Pressing a uniformly dense body by tlus

method is difficult owing to the friction gradient of the puwder at the walls of

the die and between the pa.rticles themselves. This problem is sumewhat

overcome by the addition of extemal and illtemallubJicant to the powder such

as stearic acid. Mainly, we made two types of samples - cylindrical alld

toroidal.

Spcclmens were prepared by a hydraulic press with a pressure uf 60 bar. The

die was designed and made in the workshop of AECD. This is made of non-

magnetic stainless steel.



4. Sinterlng

This is a heat treatment by which a mass of compacted powder is transformed

into a dense object. In this process atomiC mobility of the compae! is sufficient

to permit the dccrease of the free energy associated with the grain boundaJies _

As the final major step in the preparation of ferrite product, sintering must

fulfill (m-ee lequirements (i) to bond thc paJ1ic1es together so as to impm1

sufficient strength to the product. (ii) to densify the grain compact, by

eliminating the pores and (iii) to homogenize the material> by completing the

reactions left unfinished in the prefiring step. The them)' of heat treatmenl i,

based on the principle that when a material has been heated above a eel1aill

temperature, it undergoes a stlUctul'al adjustment or stabilizatlOn whcn cooled

to room temperature. In this operation, the cooling rate plays an important role

on which the structural modification is mainly based, Sintel'ing of clystalline

solids is dealt by Coble and Burke and Zener [16-17] who found the following

empilical relationship regarding rate of grain b'wwth:

d '" kt"
where d is the mean grain diameter, t is sintering time, n is about 1/3 and k is

a temperature dependent parameter, For sintering our samples. we used a

programmable furnace NABER (Model-HT 08/16 Gennany) at AITD. The

temperature of the furnace could be mamtained within an accllt'acy of :l: 1"C_

For sintering we followed more or less the following programme The sample

was first heated from lemperature of 240 C to 200° C in 30 min, tlme. Then it

was raised upto 600°C in 50 min, after that to 11500C _13000C in 130 -135 min,

tune. The highest temperature was kept constant for a pcnod of 2 hour. Then

temperature was brought doVlltIto 6000 C in 120 to 100 min, tune I.he

spccification of the sintered samples are shown in table - t in AppendlX.
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CHAPTER-4

EXPERIMENTAL

4.1 THE X-RAY DIFFRACTION

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) provides substantial infonnation on the ctystal

structure. XRD is one of the oldest and effective tool for the determination of

the atomic arrangement in a crystal.

X-ray are the electromagnetic waves ",hose wavelength are in the
o

neighborhood of 1A. The waveieub>th of an X-ray is thus of the same order of

magnitude as the lattice constant of crystals, and it is this which makes X-rays

so useful in ,tmc/ural analysis of crystals.

Whenever X-rays are incident on a crystal surface, they are reflected from it.

The reflection abides by the Bragg's law as given below

2d sine = llA

here d is the distance between crystal planes, e is the incident angle, 11.is the

warc length of X-ray and n is a positive integer. Brag!(s law also suggcsts that

the dim-action is only possible when A< 2d.

Thc crystal stlUcture of our Mn-Zn ferrite samples were identif1ed by taking

powder diffraction pattern of the samples with an X-laY dilTraclJomctcr (t\'lodel

no.- JDX-8P lEOL CO., Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) available at BUET.

Monocluomatic CuK, radiation was used The XRD patterns spanned an

angular deviation of 50", starting from 25° and ending at 75"- The interplanner

distance d was calculated from these 28 values of the diffraction peaks usmg

,



the Bragg's relation, The lattice parameter 'a' was calculated by using the

followlIlg relation:

where h, k and 1are the indices of the clystal planes, X-ray density p, was alsQ

calculated using the lattice parameter. The relation between p, and a is as

follows:

8M--gm(em JN,'
where N is the Avogadro's number ( 6.02)( 102

.' mor\ M is the molecular

weight. The difference bctween the theoritical density ( measured by usual

mass and dimensional consideration) and p, gave us the measure of porosity.

4.2 CURIE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

Curie temperature measurement is one of the most important measurements for

magnetic materials. Curie temperature provides suhstalltml infonnation on

magnetic status of substance in respect of the strength of exchange mteraction.

So, the detelmination of Curie temperature accurately is of great importance.

QUI' experimental set up for CUlie temperature measurement is shown in fig.

4.1. We made use of the above experimental facilities available at Magnetic

IVlatel;al Division, AECD. The temperature dependent permeability was

measured by using
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mductiOll mcthod, The specimen fOlllled the core of the COl!. By varYing

temperature, penneability of the substance as a function of temperature was

measured. When the magnetic state of the fenite sample dmnges from

ferrimagnetic to paramagnetic, the permeablhty falls sharply, From (his sharp

fall at specific temperature the Curie temperature is dctcrmincd. This is (he

basic principle used in our experimental set up,

As shown in the figure, the circuit consists of two parts The pnlllary part

consists of a low frequency generator, a multuneler and a resistam:e in serics.

The signal generator generales an alternating signal of frequency 200 KHz, A

voltage drop occurs at the resistance of 390 ohm. This voltage drop is measured

by the voltmeter. The secondary part of the coil eompriscs of only vohmeter.

The voltage mduced in the secondary coil is measured by thc voltmeter. The

CUlTentmeasured by multimeler gives the field intensity H as given below

(1)

where nl is the number of turns ill the primary coil, i is the current and d IS

given by

(2)

where dl and d2 are the imler and outer diameter of the torOIdal sample From

the current and resistance value we obtain voltage E. This ill turns yields

mab'lletic induction B as given below.

(3)B

where n2 is the 1ll1Inberof turns III

signal and s is given as

ExlO'
4n,fs

secondary coil, f is the fi-cqucncy of the

(4)

dl-d2 ,~thi~ofthetoroidsarrple
2



and h is the height of toroidal sample. Thus using equation (3) and (I) we

casily attain the permeability

B E.dxlO'
II == H = 4fn,Il,xOAxsxi.J2 (5)

At first we wind two wires in the torodial sample one as primalY and the other

as secondary coil. The number of tUlllS in each coil is 10. The sample thus

wound is kept inside the little oven with a thcnnocouple placed at the middle of

the sample. The thermocouple mea,ures the temperature inside oven and also

of the sample. The sample is kept just in the middle part of the cylindrical oven

,0 that the temperature gradient is minimized. The temperature of the oven is

then rai,ed slowly. If the heating rate is velY fast then temperature of the

sample may not follow the temperature inside the oven and thcre can be

misleading information on the temperature of sample. The thermocouple

showmg the temperature in that case will be erroneous, Due to the closed

winding of wires the sample may not receIve the heat at once. So, a slow

heating rate was nsed to eliminate this problem. Also a slow heating ensures

accuracy in the determination of Curie temperature. The oven was kept

thermally insulated from the sun-oundings.

4.3 MAGNETIZATION MEASUREMENT

Magnetization is defmed as the magnetic moment per wlit volnme. There are

various ways of measuring magnetization of a substance, In the present thesis

magnetization has been measured by using a Vlbrating Sample Magnetometer

(VSM). The measurements have been taken at room temperature for a wide

range of magnetic field.

The VSM we used was built np at AECD [t J. A brief description of different

,ections of the equipment is given helow.
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The measurement of magnetization is usually performed by mea~lllmg the

magnetic moment of a specimen and dividing this quantity by the volume or

mass of the specimen. The techniques for the measw'ements of magnetic

moment by the direct methods can conveniently be classified mto two

categories:

(i) The measurement of the force cxcrted on the magnctic moment of the

specimen by an inhomogeneous field and

(II) The measurement of the emf induced in thc suitable coil system by

changing relative position of the magnetic moment with respect to the coil

system or by varying the magnetic moment

The technique of VSM used in the present measurement falls into second

category. The VSM is a sensitive and vnsatile equipmcnt [or measuring the

magnetic moment, magnetization and magnetic susceptibility. The VSM was

invented by Van Oesterhout [2] and simultaneously and independently by

S.Foner [3-4J. The basic principle ofVSM developed by Foner is based on the

flux change in a coil when the sample is vibrated near it. The ,ample, usually a

small disc, is cemented to the end of a rod, the other end of which is fixed 10a

loud speaker cone (as shown in figure 4.2) 01' to some other kind ofmechalllcal

vibrator,

Current through the loud speaker vibrates the rod with the sample at about llO

cycle! sec and with an amplitude of about 0.1 mm in a direction at right angles

to the steady magnetic field. In this steady magnetic field the specimen gels

magnetized and behaves as a magnet. Thus the oscilla(ing magnetic ficld of the

sample induces an altemating emf in the detection coils kept cemented on the

pole piceees of the electromagnet which generates the steady magnetic field.

The vibrating rod also carries a reference specimen, in (he fOlm of a small



pennanent magnet, near its upper end, the oscillating field of this induces

another emf in two reference coils kept near to the reference sample, The

voltages from the two sets of coil are compared and thc difference is

prop011ionaito the magnetic moment of the sample. The procedure makes thc

measurement lllsensitive to change in , for cxample vihrating amplitudc and

frequency. The VSM used in the present work to take the tnab'lletization

measurement is of Foner type. Thc Magnetic Material DiviSion,Atomic Energy

Center, Dhaka desib'lted and constructed this Foner type VSM in 1986 The

measuremcnt of magnetization for all the samplcs were taken with the help of

this Foner type VSM.

4.3.1 Working Principle of the Magnetometer

A schematic diagram of the VSM used in the present wor!", ineludmg the

various mechanical and electronic parts is sho\Vll 1ll fig 43. The signal

generator (SG) feeds a sine wave signal of 80 Hz frequency to the audio

amplifier (AA) which in turn drives the speaker (SP). The output of the signal

generator is also connected to reference channel input of the lock-lll-amplifier

(LA) model 124A. The drive-rod assembly (R) tightly coupled to the vibrating

paper cone of the speaker vibrates in a vcrtical direction along its length The

amplitude of vibration may be varied at will by changing the gam of the alldio

amplifier. A permllilentmagnet (P) of cylindrical shapc is fitted [0 the dnve-rod

at its lower end with the help of sample holder (H). Two cylindrical sample

coils system (SC) with their axes kept vertically arc placed on the opposlte

sides of thc sample llildalong the line joining the centers of the pole faces (NS)

of the elcctromagnet. They are connected in scries opposition and the net

output signal is fed into the lock-in-amplifier through a shielded cable This

pair of coils is refered to as the sample coil system, NlOther pail of coa~ial

coils (RC) also connected to each other in senes opposition is placed

symrnehically around the permllilentmagnet (P), This coil pmr is the reference

",
,
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coil systcm. As the drive-rod assembly is vibrated with a paJii~ular frequency
and amplitude, the sample (S) induces a signal of the same ti-equcncy in the
samplc coil system. This signal is prop011ionai to the dipole moment of the

sample. As the field in the pole gap is gradually increased by increasing thc

cunent through the electromagnet, the sample bccomes increa,illgly
magnetized and induces a larger signal in the sample coil system till the sample
reaches the state of saturation magneti7ztion, This signal directly goes to one of

the inputs of the lock-ill-amplifier. Similarly, another sIgnal of the same

frequency is induced in the reference coil ,ystem due to Vibration of the
pennanent magnet (P) Since the moment of the permanent magnet is fi)"ed, the

signal it produces is also of fixed amplitude for a particular frequency and
VIbration of amplitude. This ,ignal is termed as the reference signal aJld it is
first fed to a unity gain phase-shifter unit.

The phase shifter capable of continuously changing the phase from OU to 36011,

ISused to b1ing the reference signal in phase with the sample signal. ['"romthe
phase shifter the reference signal passes on to the decade ratIO nansforrner

(RD) of a constant input impedance, The output of this transformer then goes to

the other input of the lock-ill-amplifier. The output to input ratio of the decade

transfOllller can be accurately varied from 10-' to 1. By adjusting the decade
transfonner thc amplitude of its output is made cqual to that of the sample
,ignaL The lock-in-amplifier is operated in the dIfferential input mode amI is

used as a signal detector. When thc sample signal and the output signal of the
decade transf01mer are of equal amplitudc and are in the same phase, the d.e
meter of the lock-in-amplifier gives a null reading, The whole electronic system

then conectly measures the ratio of the sample signal and the rcfcrence SIgnal
have a direct phase and amplitude relationship, As a result the ratio of the
,ample signal to the reference silo,'Tlalis proportional to the magnetIc moment of
the sample. The measurement is insensitIve to small changes ill the amplitudc
and frcquency of vibration and the gain of the amplifier. The a~mra~y of Ihe
eqUIpment depends mainly 011the accuracy of the ratio transfOnller and the gam
of the amplifier.
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4.3.2 Description of Mechanical Design of the VSM

The various mechanical parts of the magnctometer are shown in detail in the

figure 4.4. The base B of the YSM is a circular brass plme of 8 111111thickness

and 250 mrn diameter. A brass tube T of 2S Imn outer diameter and 0.5 mm

thickness luns normally tlu.Ollghthe base such that the axis of the tltbe aIld the

center of the plate coincide. The tube extends 60 UID}upward and 24 llun

downward from the base. There is a vacuum POlt on the lower part of the tube

120 mrn below the base The lower end of the htbe T is joined to a brass

extension tube L by a threaded coupling and an '0. ring seal. Another thin

tube K made of gennan silver and 8 mrn inner diameter rUllS through the

extension tube L from the coupling point C to about 50 mm belo"," the sample

position. Above the base there is a hollow brass cylinder M of 180 I11Illlength

and 130 mill il11lerdiameter and having 40 111mWIde collars at its both emls,

The lower collar seats on an '0' ring seal which is situated in a circl1lar grove

in the base plate. On the upper collar, there rests an aluminium top 1':With an

'0' ring seal. The brass cylinder M has a side port YP. ThiS is again a In ass

tube of 41 mm diameter and 43 mIll length. The pOl1 has a collar at the end

away hom the cylinder. A perspex vacuum feed through is filled at its end with

'0. ling seal. This port is cOllnected to the cylinder by soft solder.

electrical cOImection from the audio amplifier to the speaker and from the

reference coil system to the phase shifter are taken via the perspex feed thtOligh

By cOIlllecting the vacuum p0l1 of the tube r to a vacuum pump tbe ,amplc

environment can be changed.

The speaker (SP) is fitted 25 mm above the tube T with the help of brass

stands. The lower ends of stands are screwed to the base plate while the rim of

the speaker is screwed on the tops of the stands. The speaker has a circui'll' hole

of 10 mrn diameter along its axis. An aluminium disc having female threads in

so
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it i> fitted to the proper cone with araldite. TIle aluminium conneclOI having

male threads on it and attached to the drive rod assembly fits in the aluminium

disc and thus the driver rod assembly is coupled to the speaker. The drive rod

assembly consists of two detachable p!ll1s which are joined 10gdher by means

of aluminium threaded connectors. Each parts i> thin Pyrex glass tubing of 4

mm diameter. The upper pal1 has a small pennanellt magnet (P) situated 100

mm below the alunllmum COIUlectorattached to it. At the 10'l'.'erend of the drive

assembly a perspex sample holder having quite thin wall Call be fitted tightly

with the sample in it. A few perspex spacers arc also attached 10 the drivt: IOd

throughout its length, The spacers guide the vibration ufthe sample only ill the

velika! direction and stups side wise or motion, The total length of the drive

rod assembly is 920 mm,

The base plate of the VSM rests on three leveling screws above a bra~s frame'

which in lelm~ rests on an iron angle bridge. The lJridge is ligidly tilted to the

Sidewall of the room. The brass frame is provided with anangernellts with the

help of which it can be moved in two perpendicular directions in the horizontal

plant:, The levelling screws arc used to make the drive rod veltlcal and to put

the sample at the center of the pole-gap between the sample eoib The sample

can also be moved up and down by the leveling screws.

4.3.3 Calibration of the VSM

There are usually two methods of calibration of a Vibrating sample

magnetometer'

1. By using a standard sample and

2. By using a coil of small Size whose moment can be calculated for d,c

current through it .



The VSM has been calibrated by using a 0,112590 gm sphencal sample of

Nickel of 99.99 % purity. The sample was made spherical with the help of a

sample shaping device, It was then annealed in helium atmosphere al about

90011 C . The sample saturation magnetic moment has bccn calculaled using the

available standard data. The ratio-transformer reading is obtained by aellJal

measurements and thus from the equation 4.3 thc value of the calibratiou

constant K is obtained. The accuracy of thiS calibration, however, depends on

the reliability of the st<mdard Nickel sample, the accuracy of lhe latio-

transfonner and the gain of the amplificr, The equipment has been opcrated

repeatedly with the same standard samplc and stability has been found to he

"",ithin 1 In 1000,

4,3.4 Sensitivity of the VSM

The sensitiVIty of a VSM is usually determined by the signal to noise ratio, [lut

because of comparatively low sensitivity of the lock-in-amphfier u,ed in tIns

equipment. the noise level could not be measured. The maximum senSltlvily of

the lock-lll-amplifier is 10 microvolt (1111S),SO the differential method has been

used to measure the sensitivity. It is found to be abolJ! 10" emu. It may be

mentioned here that the sensitivity of a eOlIUnercial VSM made by PARe (

l'linceton Applied Research Cmporatioo USA) is 5x 10'" emu, Wilh the

sensitivity so far achieved of the VSM can be uscd for invcstlgalioll of only

fenomagnetlc, ferrimagnetic and strongly paramagnetic maten(l.ls at 100m

lemperaturc, In order to extend its usefulneSS,.a more scnsitive lock-lIl-

amplifier, a sample oven and cryostat are needed. Under the prescnt conditions.

however, routine measurements at room temperature can be perfOl"llied1"01 thc

matedal> mentioned above,
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4.3.5 Working Procedure of the VSM

The sample is fined to the drive rod assembly and then positioned at abOllt the

midpoint of the sample coils by eye estimation. The s","ltdlt''> of the

electromagnct power supply unit, the signal generator, the audio amplifier and

the phase-shifter are turned on, Nearly half an hour is spent for the warming lip

of all the component units, The frequency of the sine wave frolll tlte signal

generator is sd at 80 Hz. The gain of the audio amplifier is adjll~ted to make

the output signal driving the speaker about 3 volts peak to peak. The signal

makes the rod assembly vibrate with sufficiently large amplitude. The Signal

produced in the reference coil-system is foulld to be about 5 1llV peak to peak.

The rod - assembly is made vertical by ftdjustmg leveling screws. '\bOllt 2

amperes or more current is passed through the electromagnet depending on the

SI7.eand materials of the specimen. The sample signal alone is first ,eell on the

IJ.C meter of the lock-in-amplifier. The meter reading is maxlllllzcd by

changing the phase of the locking signal in the reference channel. The sftl11ple

signal is then optimized i.e. it is maxil1ll7.edby moving the sample ill the Z-

direction (veltieal) and in the V-direction and then millillllzed by moving it in

the X-direction (field direction).

The locking signal in the reference ehmmel i<;brought in e>.act quadlalllre witb

the sample SIgnal to give a correct null reading on the mcter, Ihe two signals

are then brought in the same phase to give a maximum reftding on the meter to

the right. Similarly, the reference coil signal alone is next seen on the mctcr

rhe signal is fi1'Stbrought in quadrature with the locking signal ",itlt tire help of

thc extemal phase shifter in such a malUlCrthat it gives a del1ectlOIl to the left

on the meter when it is again brought in phase with the sample signal. The

lock-in-amplifier is then set III the differential mode. The null-reading is

obtained by correctly equalizing the decade h'ansfOl'mer output with the sample



signal. The reading on the decade transformer is then 1l1uhiplitd by the

calibration constant to obtain the sample moment.

4.3.6 Measurements of the Magnetization

The measurements of magnetization of Mn-Zn ferrite samples with and without

dopants, .total nine in number, were pelfolilled using a vibrating sample

magnetometer as shown in fig.4.4. Samples in the foml of thin disc of diameter

about 5 mm were prepared from the disc shaped Mn-Zn fenitt samples. They

were then weighed. The specimens were then glued to the lower end of the

sample holder of the VSM. The measuremtnts ofmagnetizatioll Wtlt taken at

room temperature for different values of the magnetic field in tht range 0.1 KG

to 4 KG. The strength of the applied magnetic field was simul!aneou,ly

monitored with the help of a Digital Gauss-Meter (Model 8\1 A). keeping the

tip of the Gaussmeter closed to a pole of the electromagnet. The al:curacy In

detemlining the field was estimated to be withlll one percent.

4.4 PERMEABILITY MEASUREMENT

Fm high frequency application, the desirable property of a ferrite i, the high

penneability with low loss. The prese11l goal of mOat of the rcccnt ferrite

researches is to fulfil this requirement. Before going into the ~ol11plexity of

pelilleability measurement, we take a detour through the theories and

mechanisms involved in pellneabiJity.

4.4,1 Theories of Permeability

Penneability is namely defined as the propOltional constant betwecn the

magnetic field induction B and applied intensity H:

(1)

"



This naive definition needs further sOphlst\catiolls. If a magnetil: mate1;al is

subjected to an ac magnetic field as given bellow:

H-H ,,,'- 0' (2)

Then It is obse1ved tbat the magnetic flux demity B experiences a delay. The

delay is caused due to presence ofvarions losscs and is tllllS expres:,ed as

(3 )

\"here 6 is the phase angle and marks the delay of Il with respect to 1-1.The

penneab\hty is then given by

B, ..
"- (coSO-ISln8)
H"

where,!' == Bo COSO,}.!"== 1\ sin.)
H" H"

(4)

.(5)

The real pal1 1-1'of complex permeability 1-1a, expressed in equation (4)

represent the component ofB which is in phase with H, so it corresponds to the

nonnal permeability. If there are no losses, we should have ).1 = p'. The

imaginary part 1-1"eorrespOllds to that part of B which is delayed by phase

angle 90" from H, The presence of such a component require, a supply of

energy to maintain the alternating magnetIzation, regardless of the ongin of

delay, ,



Thc ratio of f-l"to ).I',as is evident fTOmcquation (5) givcs

(Bo/HolsIllO
(Ba/ HoJcos5

tano (6)

This tan8 is called the LOSS FACTOR. The C)-factor or quality faetol' is defined

as the rcciprocal of this loss factor, i.e,

I
Q~tanS

4.4.2 Mechanisms of Permeability

(7)

The mechanisms can be explained as follows: A demagnetiLed magnetic

matcrial is divided into nwnber of weiss domains separated by Block walls. In

each domain all the magnetic moments are oricntcd in parallel and the

magnetization has its saturation value M, . In the walls the magneti7ation

direction changes gradually from the direction of magnetization in one domain

to that in the next. The equilibnum positions of the walls wiult from the

interactions with the magnetization in neighboring domains and from the

influence of pores, clystal boundaries and chemical inhomogeneities which

tend to fll\'our certain wall position>.

4.4.3 Wall permeability

The mechanism of wall permeability arises from the displacemcnt of the

domain wall, in small fields. Lets us consider a pieee of material m lile

demagnetized state, dividcd into weiss domains WIth equal thickness L by

means of 180<1Bloch walls (as in the fig. 4.5), The wall are palallel to the YZ

plane. The magnetization M, in the domains is oliented altemately in the +Z or

-Z dIrection When a field H with a component in the +Z direction is applied,

the magnetization in this direction will be favored. A displ~cel1lellt dx of tbe



walls in the direction shown by the dotted lincs will decrease the energy

density by an amount:

L

This can be described as a prcssurc 2M,HI- exerted on each wall, The pressure

will be counteracted by restoring forces. which for small deviations may

assumed to be kdx per unit wall surfacc. The new equilibrium po<;ition is (hcli

given by

From the change m the magnetization

the wall susceptibility X" may be calculated, Let H makes the angle e with z
direction, The magnetization in the e direction becomcs

(1l.M)O = 2~,d cosO, and with H, = licosOand

d _ 2MsHl
K

We obtam

4Ms' cos' ()
KL



4.4.4 Rotational Permeability

The rotational permeability mecbani,m arises from rotation of the

magnetization in each domain. The direction of M can he found by minimizing

the mab'1\eticenergy E as a function of the orientation. Major contributions may

be due to the stress and shape anisotropy, The stress may mtluence the

magnetic energy via the magnetostJictiotl, The shape anisotropy i~ caused by

the boundaries of the sample as well as by pores, nonmagnetic illclusions and

inhomogeneities. For small angular deviations (/., and ay or M, where

a...= Mx IMs & f£y = My IMs
li'Olnthe equilibrium Z- direction may be cxpre,;scd as

Where it is assumed that )( and y are the principal axes of the energy minimum

Instead of Exx & Eyy' the anisotropy field

Their magnitude is givcn by

H~and are orten introduced.

H~ = Exx /2Ms and 11;1\, = E;, 12M,

1-1 ~ & 1-1 ~ represents the stiffnesses with wliich the magneliLatioll i, bouml to

the eqUIlibrium direction for deviations in the X and Y direction, respectively.

The rotational sllsceptibihties X,,, and XL"for fields applied along X and Y

directions, respectively are
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For cubic materials it is often found that H~ and lJ~ are equaL 1'01' II~ '"

H.t '" HA and a field H which makes an angle 8 with the Z-direetion (as shown

in Flg.4.5) the rotational susceptibility, Xc., in one clystallitc be~om~s

A polyelystalline material consisting of a large number of J'aJldomly onented

grains of different shapes, with each grain divIded into domains in a certain

way. The rotational susceptibility X, of the material has to be obtained as a

weighted average of Xr,oof each elystallite, where the mutual mfluence of

neighbOilng crystallites has to be taken 1I1toaccount. If the elyslal ani>utlOPY

dominates other anisotropics, then HA will be constant tlllOUghout the matenal,

su only the factor sinla (equation 9) has to be averaged. Snoek [51 assullllllg a

linear averaging of Xc<and found

x,
The total internal susceptibility

2M ~
3 H .\

4M 2 2
SCos B

X '" X + X '" --~---- +w r K L
2 M S

3 H i\

lfthe shape and stress anisotropics can not be neglected, HA will bl: larger. An)

esl1mate of X,will then be rather lll1celtain as long as the domain structure, and

the pore distribution in the mateda! are not known. A similar estimate X,.,would

require knuwledge of the stiffness parameter k and the dom:Iill \vidth L These

parameters are influenced by such factors as impcrfection. poro,ity nnd

clystallite shape and distribution arc essentially unknovm
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4.4.5 Techniques of Measurements of Permeabilit}'

Measurements of petmeability nOimally involves the mea,memcnts of the

change in self inductance of a coil in prescncc of the magnetic COlC,The

behaviour of a self inductance can now bc described as follows, Suppose we

have an ideallossless air coil of inductance Lo. On inSCl1ionof magnetic core

wIth pcrmeability Il, the inductance WIll be ilL" . The cmnp1cx impedance Z of

this coil can be expressed as

Z = R +Jx = jWLO~l= jmLo(Il'-j Il")

where the resistive part is

R= mLu~l"

and the reactive part IS

x = mLoll'

( 12)

( 13)

(14)

The r,f pellneabilily can be derived from the complex impedance of n coil Z

(equation 12) The core is usually toroidal to avoid dcmagnctizallllg effects.

The quantity 4> is denvcd geometrically.

4.4.6 Measurement of Frequency Characteristics of Mn-Zn ferrite

Samples

The frequency characteristics of the Mn-Zn fenite samples i.e. the permeability

spectra were investigated using an Hewlett Packalt Impedencc AmtlY7.el of

model no-4192ALF. The mean diameter and the thickness of the samples are

given 111table 1.2 and 1.3 Thc measurement of inductances were lakcn in the

frequency range of 5 KHz to 13 MHz, The values of measured parametel'S

obtam as a function of frequency and the real and imaginary part of

permeability and the loss factor are given in table 5.1 to 5.18.1--1'IS calculated

by using the following formula



~d

lano'"' ~1"/~l'

where L, is the self-inductance of the sample core and
,

L
_ !-toN sa-

d

where I-()is the inductance of the winding coil without the sample ~on: and N IS

the number of turns of coil ( heTe N = JO ), s is the area of noss ~cctiollas

given bellow

s = dh

where d = (dl- d2)/2

h = height

and d is the mean diameter of the sample given as follow5

4.5 THE MICROSTRUCTURE STUDY

The microstructure study of the Mn-Zn fcnite samples with and without

dopants were pctfonned in order to have an insight of the grain structures. The

samples of different compositions and silltered at different Icmp~nltures were

chosen for this purpose. The samples were polished using the conventional

metallurgical process. Then they were etched. The etching solutIOn contailled

H2S04 (concentration was 95%-98%), C2H204 (concentrmion was 10%) and

water. They were mixed in the ratio of2: 1 respectively. While etching the

•



samples in the etching solution, thc temperatllre of the solution was kept at

about 70° C to 80° C, and thc samples were kept in the solulion fOl 30 mm. to

40 min. The etched samples were thcn vIsualized Ulldel a polal"lLiJlg---microscope and then photographed. -;~--------
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CHAPTER-5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 X-ray Diffraction

The X-ray diffraction patterns for the different Mn-Zll ferrite ,(imples ale

shown in fig.-5.1 to fig.-S.9. The 29 values of the diffJaction peak~

COlTcsponding to different planes are shown in table 2.1. The calculated values

of lattice parameter 'a' for different samples are briven in table 2.2 and table

2.3. An increase was evidenced in the iatlice parameters (Table 2.2) with the

addition of \/205, TiO~ and CoO addilive~, The lattice parameters (I able 2.3)

IS found to decrease with the increase of (11'+ content except for the sample for

copper content x=O.03.

The X-ray dIffraction patterns of both the groups of samples clearly indicate

their single and spinel phase fonnaliOll. Analyzing the XRD patle1l1~we notice

that thc pos1tl0n of the peaks comply with the repOltcd valuefl1 v.,ithin

experimental error. The sharp peaks reveals that the samples are in good

crystalline form. Also the clear peaks exhibit the prescncc of single phase m thc

samples. The bulk density Pn was measured by usual lIlass and dimellslOllal

eonsideratlOll. The X"ray densities p, for different samplcs wcrc cakulated by

using the lattice parameter as stated in 4.1 of chapter 4 The porOSity I' of the

samples was calculated from the values Pil and fl, by using the following

expre"ion [2]

In Table 2.2 aud 2.3 the results for poros1\y, bulk density and x-ray density are

summarized. By substituting CU2~iOll for Mn2' ion into Mn-i:n fenites a

relatively higher density was obtained. The increase in density with Cli

substitution in Mg-Zn feniles have been reported [ 3]. Tile density increase is
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caused by the lowering of the porosity and by the segregated layer. It is

interesting to observe from the table 2.3 that the porosity value~ are found to

decrease with increasing Cu2' substitution, thereby giving an impresSIOn thai

coppcr substitution might be helping in the densiflcation of the materials In the

case of samples with additives it is obsreved that the dcnsity of the specimen

rather decreases and this effcct is drastic for the CoO additives compan:d 10

V20,and Ti02'

5.2 Curie TemperatureMeasurement

CUlie temperature is a measure of exchange force in felTlmagnclics . It is the

temperature at which the thermal energy KT tending to disordel the system just

wins over the exchange energy tending to order the system magnetically, .'\t

this temperature, fcrrimagnetic sub~tance thus changes over to a paramagnetic

substance.

It has been observed that, whenever diamagnetic ions are introduced in the sub.

lattIce, the Curie temperature decreases, Zn snbstituted mixed ferntcs are

examples of this. The exchange integral for A-site i.e, 1M 'is almost negligible.

So, Zn substitution only weakens the A-B interaction effectively. If the number

of substituted ions is not too high, the owrall ferrimagnetlC all'ange111entis not

destroyed even though some loosely bOlUldedspins may become locally call1ed

or distorted, at temperature T<Te. For larger substitution. the .'\-13 interactions

may become comparable to or even weaker than B-B interadion. In this way

the collinear ferrimagnets often change to canted ones, Both the local canting

and long range lIOn-collinear structures were reported [4] Owing to thi,

reduced A-B exchange interaction with increasing Znl
' content, tbc Curie

temperature will drop. This was first found out by Forestier [5]'

Ollf Curie temperature measurements involved the meaSUlement of

pcnneability 1-1,while VlIJYingthe telnperature, as already statcd before At

Curie temperature Tc the permeability ).1 showcd abrupt fall, The curves for J-I
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vs T for our two series of samples arc shown in fig.5.10 to fig.5, 11. II is noted

Ihat the samples of two series contain different Zn£' contents. In A-sel;es Zn1'

contents is 0.44 mole% while in B-series it is 0.22 mole %. It is observed froll

the figures 5.10 and 5,11 that when mole % of ZnO was higher, thc Cllrie

temperature T, is lower. This is expected because of the inclusion of higher

concentration of non-magnetic Zn in the material This is in hannony with the

theoretical and cxpetimental findings.

Figure 5.10 shows the variation of 1-1with tempcrature T for A-scrics. It IS

observed that when I mole % Ti02 was added the Curie tempcrature decrea'ies

as compared with that ofthc non-additives samples. 1t appears that the addition

of non-magnetic tetravalent Ij'I- have an indircct effect on the PHlpc11iesis that

the Fe2" content is increased. Since Fe"' on an octahedral sites contrtbute, a

po>itive anisotropy, the addition of Ti4" will effect a decrcasc in the Cunc

temperature[6]. But when I mole% CoO is added illstead of TiO, Cune

temperature increases, This can be explained on the basis of A-11interaction. In

the presence of strong A-B interactions, greater thelmal enClgy is requiled to

offset the spin alignment which results in higher Curic temperaturel7j. Hcre A-

B . . b F ,. C" d M ,. C " .mterachon etween eA - O]J an nA - ,Oil lOn~ may play a

significant role in increasing the strength of magnetic interactions In thc case

of YlOj additive sample the permeability dropped drastically (nearly If5th lh~

value of the non-additive sample) and the change in permeability with

temperature wa~ not significant. As a result Ie [or the Y20., added sample COllld

not measured,

Figure 5 11 shows the variation of ).l.with lemperaturc r f01 Cu-sub5tilulb

samples of the general composition Mnl>l<~,CuxZnonFe2~RO., where x'" 0.0,

0,03, 0,06, 0,10, 0.15 etc. It is noteworthy that the shape of the ~l - r curves

strongly depend on the substitute composition. It also depends strongly on the

preparatIOn condition since these ferrites are in polycl)'stalline form and arc

prepared by ceramic technique, The Cune temperatures show a dccreasing
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trend on substitution of Cu2
+ for Mn2

+ (fig-5, 13), The decrease of T, "•.ith all

increasing Cuz' content may be explained by a modification of the A-G

exchange intel action stl'ength due to the change of the r e " distl'ibution hetween

A ;md 8 sites, The decrease of the Curie temperature is due to the weakening

of the A-B interaction.

5.3 Magnetization Measurements

rVlngnetizationcurve for the ferrite samples are shown ill fig.-5.14 to fig.-5.15.

'I he measurments for V20" Tl02 and CoO doped samples are shown in fig.-

5.14 and for CuD substituted samples are shown in fig, 5.15.

rvlagnctizatlol1in fenite samples originate due to the difference in the magnetic

mmne11lsof the two sub-lattices, The larger the difference, the greater is the

resultant magnetization, because of the anti-parallel anangernent, of the

moments in two sub-lattices. The magnetic 1ll01llcntof each sub-lattice arises

d h f.. h r" F' ,,' z' C "lie to t e presellee 0 magnetic lOn, sue as"e e,' n . _n . u-,

Ti" VjO
, Co2

' etc (as in our case) in them. Different magnetic ions occupy

difl"trent sites So, as a whole, the two sub-lattices have thcir individual

resliltant magnetic moments. The differences in magnetic moment between the

t,,'o sub-lattices give rise tu net magnetic moment which in turn yield,

magnetization. Now the site preference of the magnetic ions is rather complex

since it is governed by many competing factors, The principal dominating

ractors are:

(a) The ionic radius: Due to the small size of tetrahedral site. smaller

ions plefer to stay there. Ionic radii normally decrease with increasing valency.

As a result. divalent ion, are bigger than the trivalent ones, So, it IS expected

that A site will be dominated by hivalent cations.

(b) The electronic configuration: Celtain ions show special site
prcferences due to their electronic configw'ation. For example, Zn"' ions show

n



special preference to A site where their 45, 4p electrons can form n eovnlent

bond with 6 2p electrons of oxygen lons.

(c) The electrostatic energy: This is another factor which plays

substantial role in deciding a site for a cation. The electrostatic eller,;y of spinel

lattice 01'the Madelung energy ISthe energy gained when ions are hrought from

mfinite distance to the spinel lattice, In normal arrangements the metal lOll'>

with smallest positive charge are surrolUlded by 4 O2 ions and the metal lOllS

with higher positive charge are by 6 O2 ions. This is cleetlostatleally must

favourable,

The above stated discussions reveal that. magnetization of ferrites can be

seriously affected by preparation procedure, sinteling cundition. composition

etc, This is so in our measunnents too. In figure 5.18 it can be seell that the

magnetization measured at 12800C sintering temperature varies with the

additives, This dependence may be explained by taking into account the cation

dIstribution between tetrahedral and octahedral sites of the ferntes. The highest

magnetization corresponds to Col+ added samples, Since all the MnJ' ions and

Zn2" ions occupy tetrahedral sites while almost all the Fe'. ions arc [Jlesenl at

octahedral sites, the strength of A.B exchange interaction, duc to re" lOll). is

very weak. As suggested by Yafet and Kittel [8.1, a strong antifelTomagnetie 8-

B interaction may, therefore, be present due to FeJ' iOllS at B sites which

deerease~ the magnetization of the 13 sites yielding lowest \'aille of M, for

MnooZno4Fe204. Mossbauer study of CoFe20, [9] shows that CoJ
' ions having

a magnetic moment of 3.5 J.lu, have a preference for octahedral sites. Co'. i011S

may, therefore, lead to migration of Fe'" ions from B-sites to A-sites due to

preference of C02+ ions for B-sites. The strength of A-B interaction lhl1&stal1s

increasing which disturbs the balance of antl-parallcl spins at B-site<; thus

increasing magnetization of B sites resulting in a significant inC1'ea&~in the net

magneti7ation, When 1 mole % TiD 1 is added then magneti,-ation Jecrease"

slightly. It is known that Ti" ions have stl'ong preference for B-,ites, As nOIl- •



magnetic Ti~- ions replace Fe'+ ions of magnetic moment51-lnin B-sites, the net

magnetic moment M=MB-MA decreases, hence decreasing the magnetization. In

the case of Y,0.l the magnetization decreases significantly. If like Ti"', the yj'

ions prefer D-site, the magnetic moment is expected to deacrese, However, the

effect is found to be drastic for Y20j doped samples than for TiO, ones.

Figure 5.19 shows the variation of magneti7ation ",ith Cu-snbstitution of the

composition MI1<)70.,CU"Zllo.nFe,OB04 The saturation magnetization

iucleascs for x"'O.03 and this stm1s decreasing with fm1her illclease of Cu 'z

ions. Neutron dIffraction studies of MtItJ6ZnO4Fe20~ferrites [ 10] yield the

cation dishibution as (MIln,02>Znoi') [Fe/']O/" it shows that all the Mll"

ions and Zn'" ions occupy tetrahedral sites while all the Fe'\' ions occupy

octahedral sites, For the present fenites, the cation distribution can be

wlitten as

By substituting Mn2+ ions with Cu2-, having a magnetic moment of I I-llh

on the octahedral sites (B-sites), an increase of the magnetization of I-:lsub-

laltice lakes place. Thus, the initial increase of saturation magneti7.ation for

0.01 mole% of CliO substitutIOn may be explained as the reinfolcement of
the A-B interaction thus helping the suppression of negative B-B

,mteraction, The magnetization at B-sites is, therefore, increased thus

Illereasing the net value of M,. For Cu content, x:.--0.03,decrease of M, is

observed and the following explanations have beell proposed:

• the cation distribution differs fr0111(I) i,e., when the value of x exceeds

0.03, M, again stm1s decreasing because the number of Fe'" ions migrating
to A-~ites increases thus decreasing Mnand increasing M",

• some of the iron ions behave paramagnetieally in the B-sites [II, 121:

• the fOlmation of CuFe20~ nonmagnetic solid phase, nondetectable by means
of qualitative x-ray analysis.

•
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5.4 MicrostructureStudy

II i~ well known that most of the electromagnetic characteristics of a fmite

material strongly depend on the microstmcture of the fired body. Core lo,s, as,

onc of thc mo,t important characteristic to any fClTitematerials for switching

power supplies, is dependent on the microstructUle as welL DeSIred magnctic'

properties of fenites could be achieved by the control of microstructure

The microphotographsofthe samples are shown in fig 5 20 10 fig.5AO. All the

photographs were taken by polarLdng microscope at the Depal1rnent of

t\laterial and Metalhrrgical, BUET. The pIctures werc taken at 400X

magnification.

Figs. 5,20 to 5.31 are for the samples of the composition Mn<j,51Ln"44Fe2OjO~

with different additives like V.O" TiO. and CoO, Again Figs. 5.32 to 5.40 ale

I'lli' the samples of the composition Mno7_,Cu,ZnU,nFe2O~04wherc '\(=0.0. n.o],

0,06. 0, 10 and 0, ]5. All these photograph, for samples sintered at temperatures

l22i1c, t 188°C, t3650C and quenched at 1300uC

The general conclusions that can be drawn trom these photographs are as

follow:

I. The sintering proccdure have b'reat inllllence on the microstruetllre. The

grain size of al1 the sample, increased with sintering temperature, But for

quenched samples we had small grains. This is because the grains did not

get enough lime to grow.

? Unifonn grain distribution is observed for the quenched sample, This

unifOll1ldistribution also cOlTesponds to high permeability. Our penneability

speclra supports this result.

3 It ,eems that, for samples sintered at lower temperature, relatively larger

Ilumber of pores was formed. This is deleterious to ~l.
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Fig 5.20: Microphotograph for thc sample Mil" "Zn" ,.,Fe, ",0-, sinlered ~1 1227"C

( M<lgniticd 400 times)

l'ig.5.21: rVlicrophotograph for the sample Mn" "Zn"4,FeW;O, SlillCred at 136.'''("

( Magl1l!icd 400 times)
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I'lg.5,22: ;vlinophotogl'aph for the ,ample 1\1J1",oIZn" ,.Fe, ",0, ,illkl ell at l.lOO"e-

( Magnified 400 times)

hg,5.23. l\'licrophotograph for the sample Mil" IlZn" "Fe, ",04 "';11l t mole "~.

additlves ofTiO, smtered at 1227"C ( Magnified 400 times)
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Fig 5.24: Micl'Uphutob'raph for the sample r>.ln""J::nll '-lI'c",_,O-lwith I mole '~o,

additIVes ofTiO, sintered at IJhS"C ( Magllified 400 lillll:~ )

Flg.5 25: Micropholugraph for the sample Mn"."Zn" ."Fe""O, with I H,,)l~°'0,

addLl'\'esafTiO, sintcred al 1300"ClMagnified 400 times)
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Mil, Z~ FCl ,0, \\ith 1m"lc%.Fig.5.26: (-,.licropholograph for the !>ample ,',... •.

Ildditives of COO s;nlcrro III I221'C ( Ml1gnified 400 times)

Fig.5.27: ,\1icrophologmph for lhc samplc 11.1...." ,Zn••• FC1_.'O, with I mnle ~•.

nddilive., of COO simcrcd III lJM"(' ( Magnified 400 limes)
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Fig 5.28: 1\1Kropho!ograph for lhe sample :>111" \,211" " Fe, "D" \\"t h I mnle" n,

additive~ of CoO sintcl'ed at 1300"C ( MaglllJied 400 lilll(:S )

Flg.5 29: ,viiel opho\ograph for the ,ample M nn ,., Cu,Zn" "F e".,o., ",it I, >;=f) (l

sintered at 118S"C (Magnified 400 limes)
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f'1g :'.) 0 i\'llcrop!JO!ograph for the samp lc rVln",_,Cu]n,,,,F c, ",0, ". ITIlx ~r) (!

sintercd ~t 1365"C( Magnilied 400 tillle~ )

!-ig.5_) J - M icmphOlograph for the sample Milo ,.,ClI,7n" "F e""O, \\'ItI, x""OI)

sinlcredal 1.100"C( Magnified 400 times)

(



i\.licropholograph fo!' Ihe sam pic Mll" ,.,Cu,Ln" "Fe, ",0-, lV't h "'oil \I ,

sintered at [ISSue (Magnified 400 times)

f'I" 5.'.,,',. ".'=' 1\' Icroph , Io ograp I for the sal I Mil C' .np e ",., u,Zn""Fc,,,,O, willi .\_1) ').'

5111lercd al I '65"C ( .., ,Magnilicd 400 lim(.:s )
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,intered at DOOne(Magnified 400 tnnes )

,illtcrcd at t 188"C ( Magnil1ed 400 times)



flg.5 36: l\'licrophulograph for lhe samplt: Mn,,,,,Cu,Zll,,"fe,',"'O, \\1111.,

sinleredal 1365"( (MagniJicd 40() times)

I) 0(,

Flg.5,]?' Microphologra~h for the sample Mn,,,.,Cu]n,, ',h,' ,,,0, "jlh ,-0 0(,

sintcred at 1300"( ( Magnified 400 times)
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slntel'ed at 1188"C( Magnif'ied 400 times)

• '.- ,'.'
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I _A. '
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•

•
Flg,5,39: ;>'ll~rophutograph for the sample Mn.,,.,CU,Zll.n~C! ,,,0, ",ilh ,~()_I~

-"intered al 11Sg"C (MagnIfied 400 limes)
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l'i~.5 40:Minopho(ograph [or the sample Mil"7.,Cn,ln" "Ft, ,,,0, wilh ~=Ol'i

sintcrcd al 1188"C( Mab'1lrficd 400 times)
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5.5 Permeability Measurements

Permeability curves [or the two selies of samples doped and substitution ones

are shown in fig,"S.4Ito fig.-5.56. Fig.-5.41 to fig.-5.49 are the CllIVCSor ~l'

and ~l"agamst frequency for samples sintercd at different temperature am! fig.-

5.50 to fig,-5,53 are the curves for the samples of different dopant percentages,

and fig. 5.54 to fig 5.56 are the curves for the sample smtered at different times.

Permeability measurement comprises one of the most important part of the

prcsent work. Actually, we were looking for an optimum composition in Mn-

Zn fen'ite, as well as the best sintering conditlOn, Our aim was to aUain tbe

followmg goals:

I, Optimum composition

2 Optimum Silltering condition.

3. Maximum penneabi1ity.

4. Ullifollllity of petmeabi1ity over a Imgc frequency range

Looking at the permeability spectra we search for the above mention properties

in differcnt samples. Fig.-5.41 to fig.-5.56 depicts the permeability spectra over

the frequency range fj'om 5 KHz to 13 MHz. The real pa11",' and imaginary

part ,/' of complex permeability are shown in solid lines and dotted lines

respectively, It is to be mentioned that, there are a large number o[ fa~tors

associated with the domain motion and hence the magnetizatioll plOces~ related

to our measured

•

•

• .,.



permeability of the felTite samples. First and foremost comes the conlribution

from domain wall movement and spin rotation m domains, The lItlcertamly of

the contribution from each of the mechanism, howcver makes thc theoletieal

interpretation of the experimental results ditlieult. For a spherical grtlin with

diametra\ and spherically bulging walls, Globus (1975) [13J shows that the

intrinsic rotational permeability !--LR and \&00 wall penneability p" I1my be

written as:

2nM '
.uR"'I+ s

K

flw ",l+~.LJrlvf llJ
4 y s

( I)

where M, is the saturation magnetization, K is total anisotropy. D 1S gram

diameter and I is the wall energy.

Total anisotropy

where (J is the internal stress. Since the wal1 energy y = K8" .wherc 8" is the

wall thickness, Then

The rotational permeability IS dependent only on intrinsic properties such as

M" K1 and As which are controlled by chemistry. In addition the wall

penneabilily is microstructurally sensitive to grain size and intragranular

defcets such as porosity, second phase, inclusions and dislocations that alTeet

the wall ener!,')'. So, there are too many parameters involved and in many way'

t.hey affecl the permeability. It is thus difficult to explain the permeability

spectra quantitatively.

In present work, the measurements done by changing the sinterillg temperatures

for a p1ll1icular sample given in fig,-5.41 to fig,5.49 show a common feature.



WIth thc increase of sintering temperature T, fl' is found to increase at first and

Ihell decreases. This is explained as due to lowering of domains wall energy by

easy domain wall, movements. This explanation IS suppol1cd by our

microstructure study. Since increase in b'rain size i, associated with lowcr grain

bOlilldalY area which ValleS proportionally with thc square of (he linear

dimensions of grain, while magndization increases i5 propOl1ional to volume,

\~hich increases as cube of the linear dimensions of the grain. So 1'01 smaller

glam size the major contribution should come from rotational penneabihty

This is also supported by Joseph PankClt [14]. lu his paper titled ., Influence of

grain boundaries on complex penlleability in Mll-Zn fenite" he suggested Ihat

proceeding to smaller grains leads to monodomain state where no domains wall

can exist inside single grain. TIle microstructure study disclosed that with the

increase in T, the grain 5ize is increased. Thus for a large grain permeability

should increase as it varies proportionally with grain diameter. Thus higher J-I

for higher T, can be accounted for The grain diameter 0 depends on the

sinleling time as the following relation hold good

o =kt"
where 0 is the average grain diameter, k is the proportionality eonstanl, IF 1/3

and t is the sintering time, An the samples were sintered al different
temperatures. The sintel1ng temperatures \~ere lJ88°e, J280oC, 1365"C and

1300(lC, The sintering time for the samples vanes from 1.5 to 2 to 4 hours In

~a,e of all the samples except that treated at J3650C shows expected increase in

permeabilities. For the samples heat treated at 1365('C though the glam size

was observed to increase the penneability was found to decrease drastically.

W~ belive that thc reason behinds this phenomena is that the smnple5 heat

trenled at higher temperature contains increase l\ulllb~r of pores Within the

grains which results sharp decrease in penn~abi1ity. Similar phenomena was

obselveu by Guillaud [15]. He demonstrated that the pelmeability of a NiZn

100
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fen itc dlastically decreased with increasing percentage of grains possessing

pores despite increasing grain size.

It is interesting 10 1I0tethat for all the samples, 'qucnehed' from 13Ud'( gives

the highest pel1ueability. Quenchillg phenomenon needs special attentioll.

When we qnenehed the samples the grain size of the samples were found to be

small. Because they did not get enough time to grow, 'Ole grains were also

unifonll in size. When the materials are quenched from an elevated

temperature, the condition of the sample at the elevated temperature is nonnally

'frozen in'. As a result ""Ieget uniformly distributed find 111leroscopicallymore

homogeneous matelials w1th small grains which could rotale more easily due to

the small value of shape anisotropy. Thus a higher value of ~1for quenched

materials can be accounted for.

Except for velY low liequency the real P31t of of the pel1lleabi1ity J-l'for the

heat treated samples is fonnd to show constallt unifol1n value over the

frequency range 10KHz to 2MHz, It is observed that as the penneability stalted

1O declease, thc resonance frequency ff (i.e, the frequency at which !-l' shows

peak) gels higher. This really confillns with SlIoek's lelation stated a,

j.lf,= comtanl

E. G Visser [16J reported that below I MHz j.Lis dominated by wa1l1l1otion,

Between I and 3 MHz l-l' is delennined by rotational susceptibiltty X', and 1-1"

by wall susceptibility X'" Above 3 MHz wall motion IS strongly damped and

the relation becomes domillating precess in Mu-Zn ferrites, T. Kimllr3 et. al

116J suggested earlier that, there should be a transition frequency bell"~~ll 0,5

to 2 rvlHz abovc which the rotational proces; dominates, This feature is

attributed to natural resonance. This ceramic is thought to be a good candidate

for use in mnltilayer chip inductors



V,ie no\\' look at the effed of additives and substitutes on the permeability i.e.

tile initial permeability fl'. Fig.-5.50 to fig.5.53 show the variation of J-l'and fl"

with frequency for different dopants. The effect of addittives i.e. dopants are

• to change the densificatioll of the ferrites thereby changing the mechanical

properties like hardness, erosion etc.,

• the additive can control the mobility oftlle porosity and

• it call seggregale all the grain boundalies and conh'o\ the grain growth.

The effect of additives, however. is not mOllotonollSbecau<;e two appmenlly

opposlte effects are produced by additIves in resped of coercivity and imtial

permeability. When the grains m'e homogeneous and free of porosities the

coercivity gets lower and penlleability increases. However this positive effect

on penneability is countered by the smaller size of the crystallites. On the other

hand, with incrcasing additives the growth of grain can be favoured with

as,ocialed increase ill penneability, But these grains may be separated by thc

random segregation of additives which hindcr the domain wall movemellt. It is

al<;onoted that lhe efIeds of additIves 011 the magndic propel1ies could not be

separated from the influence of compositional inhomogcneity.

We now concentrate our focus towards Fig 550 to 5.51. I'enneability at all

fre\jllencies was effectively redllced by additlOn of CoO. The plesenee of Co"

iOlls is expected to significantly modify it, anisotropy and consequently the

measured pcnneability[l7]. Globus[18] has given the following approximate

relation for ~l':

Where dm is the a-verage grain diameter and K1 is the magnetocl'ystalline

anisotropy comlant. Since addition of C02< ions increases the value saturation

magnelization 1\-1,and grain size doe~ not change significantly, an increase in

'In,



the value of K, lIlay be responsible for decrease of !-I'.C02~ ions, 'Whenpresent

Ulsmall quantity. conttibute to the positive value of K[ and hence reducc '-' as

the host lanicc posscsses negative anisotropy[19,20]. II was ,hOWIl that

permeability value was slightly rcduced by addition of I molc% TiO,. A low

valuc of ,-,' is a1tributed to high porosity of these samplb. It is also dependent

on othcr factors like domain waH motion, size and disnibutioll of pores in the'

crystallite and solubility of Tj4< iollS. With the addition of 1 molc % V205 ,

penneability decreased significantly. This is due to the large effective grain

boundary thickncss compounded with thc lower grain conductivllY of the

smnple.

fig.5.52 to 5.53 shows the influence of thc copper ions ,ubstihttioll on

penlleability. One can observe tliat the permeability value incrcascs with

illcleasing copper content in the Mn-Zn-Cu fenite. We tried to cOlTelate this

re'mll with the influence of the copper content on thc grain size. In general the

penlleability is related to two different magnetizing mcchanisms: the spin

rotational magncti7...l\tionand the domain wall motion. Globus suggested that the

domain-wall motion was affected by tlte grain size and enhanced with the

increasc of the grain size [21]. The grain growth bcing a result of intcqmrticle

mass transport One explanation must be sought in tClms of the influence of

Cu" ions 10tlte diffusion process. Of course, the grain boundary diffuslOll may

play an important role in the b'rain gro\vth dllring sintering, because the

activallon cncrgy for lattice diffusion is higher than for gram boundary

diffusion (22J.

1'1'010our penneability measurements, we also calculated the loss factor hmo or

D and the quality factor Q. Fig.-5.57 10 fig.-5.67 show the variations of loss

ractors tano or D with frequency of thc two series of samples silltered at

differcnt sinteling temperature T" 0 is minimum for frequency IIptO IMHz.

The rise in the value of D after that can be associated with resonance

phcnomenon occllring in thc domains. Brockman el al. [23J Ilrst brought this
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thing to notice, These investigations found that the loss factor D rises sharply

i.c the pcnneabihty drops rapidly at frequency about l.S MHz, This frequency

was found to be dependent on size of the COle They cxplained this

phenomenon in tenus of the buildlllg up of an electromagnetic standing wave

propagating in the material with relative penneability ~l and relative dielectric

constant E reduced by the factor

hence the wavelength is

1

~
as compared with that in vacuum;'

where e is the velocity of light and f is the flequeney. I'or Mn-Ln ferrite,

~-IO\ e -5xIO"; if we assume f=1.5 MHz, the wave length is estimated to

be i'k::2,6cm. If therefore, the dimensions of the core is equal to an integer

multiple of lhe wave length A, the electromagnetic wave will resonant within

the core, giving rise to a standing wave. This type of phenomenon i, known fIS

dimensional resonance. So the rise of D at frequency about I MHz can be

attlibuted to this phenomenon. If we now ,earch for any effect of additives on

the value of 0, we find from fig. 5.66 that the addition of Imole% '1i01 and

V10-, decreases the value of D but the addition of 1 mo1e% CoO increases the

value of D, ~_igy.67 show that the substitution of CU21 ions for Mn2' ions

increase the value of D.

The quality factor or Q factor is shown in fig,-5.68 to fig.-5.78, Fig.-5.68 to

fig.-5.76 are for the samples of two series sintered at different ,intering

temperature and I1g,-5,77 to fig.-5.78 are for the valiation of Q-value with

different mole percentage of additives and CuO substitutes. We have already

defined Q factor as the reciprocal of tano . So, these curves arc mere a

lecipJocal representation oflano values. We first consider figs. 5.72 to 5,76 for

the Cu-,ubstitutes samples of the composition Mno7.,ZnO22Cu,Fe2()H04. The

rc<;ultsthat can be extracted from the,e figure are as follows,
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~1mole% additives __oJ_CoO
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100 I• • •
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Fig 5.44: Dispersion curves for the samples Mno.,,2no..J'Ct-o,O. with 1 mole % additivt:s of

COO !rinteredal diff=:nl tcrnpcratu:rcs.
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FigS.76; The variation ofQ with frequency for the samples Mno."Zno....Fc,."O. with

x"O.1 S sintercd at different tempcraturcs.
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• The samples sintered at low temperature and small duratIOn or time ( from

fig, it is 1241"C, 2 hours) is of highest Q-value. This is prohably due to the

growth of less imperfections and defects in them than the samples sintered

at higher T,.

• The samples sintered at higher temperature 1288"[ show a low Q value

consistently, These samples are sintered for relatively longer times (4 hours)

than others. So, the number of imperfection may increase iu them Ielative 10

others, which may be yielding the phenomenon.

• Smaller b'Iain size is competent for larger Q-values. Goth thc samples

sintered at 1241"C and the quenched ones have smaller grain size ( as is

evident from our microstructural studies). These two are the owner of the

higher Q-values.

figs 5.68 to 5.71 are the samples of addition of 1 mole% additives of V20S,

Ti02 and CoO. Again we observed that samples sintered at lowest temperature

I e.. t227"C arc the candidate for higher Q-values. Samples simclcd at highel

temperaturcs 1365"C are the ones having lowcst Q-values.

Another interesting thing that can be figured out from figs 5.68 to 5,76 I.e.,

both the composition is that, roughly 100KHz to 2 MHz is thc frequency region

over which Q-values is highcst and shows almost identical behaviour.
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Conclusions

(,.1 COllchlSIOIlS

Mn"Zn ferriles samples were subjected to various mvestigations, The analysis of our

e~perimental measurements indicate lhe following results:

f'-om Ihe XRD palterns, it can be concluded that r>.ln-Znferrite samples are ill good

c'y,talline form and the material formed is of single phase, Density calculation shows

lhat copper substitution helped in the densificalion of the materials of the composition

r>.111<07_,Cu,Zn""Fe,,,.0. whereas the density rather decreased for Ihe sample

Mn" "Zn".-I,fe',"IO, with additives like CoO. V,O-, and TiO,

From Cune temperature measurements, a decreasing trend in Ihe Curie temperature is

observed for the substitution of Cu2' fur Mn'- The Curie temperature is I"und to be

very sensitive for the additives like TiO, and CoO. \i,D, in Mno"Zno "Fe, ,,;0., In the

~ase of I mole % Ti01added sample Curie temperature decrease,l by S"C and in the

CaWofeoO, T, mcreased by 40°C. In the case orv,o., added sample, T, could not be

measured,

The rei>ldt:;from the magnetization measuremenls reveal that crystal site prc1erenee "I'

Caltons, smtering conditions, preparation procedure etc can significantly alreet the

,atu,ation magnetintion, M, value. The satl,1fatillnmagnetization increases for x~o 03

ill /l,1n",_,CI.I,2nol2FC2,1l~0.and then decreases for further increases of eu". Saturation

l11i1gnetization significantly increa,es by the addition of I mllle% CoO In

Mn""Zn" "Fe, ",0" But it decreases for tile addition ofTiO, and V,O" and the ellect

i, drastic for V,O, doped sample 1I1111lfor TiO, ones.

rrom permeability spectra, it is noticed that sintering condition and additives

sull,tantially affect the permeablity value. Quenched samples are lound to possess

highe'- permeability. From 10KHz to I MHz, for all the samples the permeability was

loulld to remain almost frequency independent, The loss factor and quality factors are"

'"



also calculated and this study revealed that sintering condition is a determming factor

1'01' high quality Mn-Zn ferrites, They also show a slight compositional dependence.

The 'nterostructure study sho", that grain si~e increases with sintering temperature.

The quenched samples have smaller grain size but almost unitbrm in size,

In a nutshell, from the investigation crried out in this work we may aptly draw lhe

t'ollowing inferences:

a) quenching is the best sintering condilion tor obtaining materials of higher

permeability,

bJ the highest permeability can be obtained by choosing the proper composition and

maintaining the best sintering conditioll. The sample Mn",.,Cu,Zn"nFe""OJ with

x-O, 15 sintered at ]280'C exhibited the best composition of high permeability,

c) Pores have profound effect on various aspects of Mn-Zn ferrite. Control of

microstructure is therefore essential for producing technologically u"efulmaterials,

6 2 Further Suggestions

Some of our results arc interpreted in terms of changed anisotropy and

lIlagnetostriL1ion with composition and simering However, experimental vallles of

these parameters are not known, Measurements of magnelOstriction and anisotropy tor

these materials are therefore essential.

Smce large number of parameters are involved III determining the optimum

cornposition and sinlering condition, further work III this tield is needed, for

alli,otropy measurements, single crystals of these ferrites are needed. Growing of

sinSle crystal of these ferrites is another proposed researcb work for the futlll'e
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Appendix

Table-I.!: Name of the Mn-Zn ferrite samples :md their ehCmir:l1
formula

Series Name ufthe samples Chemical formulae
A-I Mn~I,Zn041Fez G'O~
A2 Mn~5IZn044Fe2"'O., I mole %

additives "fVp.,
A-Series A-J Mn~"Zll,,44Fe2 G;04_I mole %. .

additives ofTi02
A-4 Mn~.5IZ11<J"Fel Gj04.1 mole %

additives of CuD
8-1 Mno70.,CuJl10 221'e, "~()4.

x=O,OO
8-' MilO70./\',l':n" 221'1',,<)3°4,

x=0.03
U-Serie<, 8-) Mn~1~_,Cll,ZI10,)F 1'2",04'

x=0.06
8-4 Mno lO_xCUxZllo,IFe) 0804.

x=O.IO
8-5 Mno"",Cu/-n" 221'1',,,,0.,.

x=O,15

Table!.2: Srweifieations fur tur"idal samples uf A-~edes sinll'red at
DOO"e.

General formula Mn~5,Zn".~~Fcl,~,,04
Additives Mean height Mean outer Mean inner d d,'I.d/2 d-d, d/2

h diu. d, dia. d2 (inem) (in em)
(in em) (in em) (lll~m)

Nu additives 0.480 1,005 0.535 0,770 0.235
I mole % V20, 0.34! I 044 0.560 0,802 0,242
I mole % TiOl 0.466 1.026 0.548 o 7R7 0238
1 mole % CoO 0.390 1.028 0.550 O,1S9 0,239
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Tahle-I.J: Specifications for toroidal samllle,~ or B.serie~ sintered at IJOll"C

General formula l\1n".,,,_,Cu,Zn,, "Fe,.",04
Valucs oi"x Mcan hcight Mean ouler dia. Mean inner d-d,+eI/2 d dl_d/2

h{in cm) d, dla. ell (in cm) (in ~Ill)
(in em) (in cm)

0,00 0.49S7 1.0025 0,5325 0.7675 0.2350
0.03 04850 l.0212 0,5425 O.7RIX 0,2394
n,06 0.4733 l.0337 0.5512 n.7925 0,2412
D.l0 D.4S00 1.0450 0.5537 0,7994 D,2456
0.15 0.4812 1.0225 0.5450 0,7837 0.2387

Table 1.4: Specifications for rod shapcd samplcs

Samples Mean diameter Mean height Mass Dellsity
(in em) (incm) (in gm) (ill ~Illkm')

A-I 1.3433 1 2475 8.30 4.6945
A-' 1.3616 1.1087 7.14 4.4222
A-3 1.3608 l.0125 6.61 4.4885
A-4 I 3286 1.0987 7.42 4,8706
B-1 1,3250 1.0650 6,88 46858
B-2 1,3250 0.9987 6,60 4.7925
B-3 1.3391 1.1287 761 4.7866
B-4 1.3270 1.1412 7,58 4.8024
B-5 1.3233 t ,2787 8.40 4.7761

Table-2.t: Summery of the XRD rcsults

Major 20 values (in deg.) obscrved in XRI) pattern
A-' 29.90 35.16 42.58 56 ]() 61.80
A2 29.56 34.90 56, I0 61.64
A-3 29.59 35.04 42.54 56,18 61.78
A-4 29.48 34.80 42,38 56 10 61,76
B-1 29.68 34,88 42,34 56,00 61.50
B-' 29,56 34.94 42,30 55.98 61.50
8-3 29.52 34.92 42.48 56.26 61.78
B-4 29.56 34.88 42.48 56.00 61.58
8-5 29,60 34.90 42.44 56.20 61.72
(ilkl) (220) (311) (400) (51\) (440)
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Table-2.2: XRD results for a-series samples

Samples a(inA) p,. (in gm/em ') Calculated density Porosity %

pH( in gm/em")

A-I 8.470 5 143 4 694 8,730

A-2 8520 5.069 4.422 12764

A-3 8,500 5.096 4.488 11926

A-4 8.520 5,048 4.871 3522

Table-2,]: XRD results for B-series samples

Samples a(inA.) p,(in gm/em') Calculated density Pow;ity %

VB (in gm/em ')

"-I 8528 4,992 4.686 6,129

8-2 8530 4,994 4.792 4.045

B-3 8510 5,035 4786 4,945

8-4 8,526 5.012 4,802 4,189

Fl-5 8.514 5.042 4776 5.275

Table-3 1 Curie temperature fur the samples

Samples Cune temperature ( in "c)

MnO.l,Znll"J'e, ",0, '"0
Mno,lIZIloA.J"elOlO~,1 mole% additives ofV2O, not found

Milo1,2n'A,FeL"O., 1 mole% additives ofTiO, 182

Mno,I,ZIlo.,J'e,."O. I mole"1oadditives of CoO 230

MnO.7_,Cu,ZnLllJ'eL0304with x~o.O 207

Mno7_,CU,ZnO.UFeL0304with x-0.03 27C

Mno.,_,CU,Zllo"Fe;,Oi04with x-D.D6 '"Mno.7_,Cu"lfll1.lJ'e;"osO,with x=O.1O 237

Moo".,CU,Z11o"FelO'O, with x~O,IS 242
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Tablc-4.1: Magnetilatiun values for A-~eriessamples

Sample8 Field intensity (in Oe )

300 600 800 1000 lliOO 2000 2600 28(}() 3000

A~I 52,98 64,67 66.75 67.59 68,84 6<).26 6967 (,').67 70.0<) t\1aglldllation

1\-2 23.62 27,89 2<).02 29.47 )0.59 30.82 31.27 31.27 31.27 values in

A-3 54.39 64,94 66.92 68.23 67,90 67.90 68,23 6U6 68.56 (cmu/g)

A~4 54,79 73.68 74.88 76.10 76,71 77.32 77.32 77.93 7H.54

Table-4.2: Magnetization values for B-series samplcs

Samples Field intensity (in Oe )

]00 600 800 1000 1600 2000 2600 2800 3000

U~I 52.01 71.27 74,16 77.05 7S.98 78,50 78.98 7R.98 78.98 Mngllclilation

B~2 73.20 96.32 98.24 100.2 102,6 102.6 j()) .s 103.5 103.5 values in

B-3' 54.39 64.94 66,92 68.23 67,90 67.90 6R.23 68.56 68.56 (cmu/gm)

BA 54.79 73.68 74,88 7(,.10 76.7 j 77.32 77.32 77.93 1H.54

B~5 49.41 69.18 72.14 73.62 75.11 75.60 76.09 76.09 76.09
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Table-S.l, Data for Permcability mcasurement ofsamplc A-l sinlered at 1280"e

f(KHz) L Lo tanli Of Q 110 p' ~l"
(in Henry) (xIO.s) 0
x 10-6

5 500 ------------ -- -_.------ 327,27 - ._--------
20 4.90 0.103 9,708 320.72 33.03
80 4.84 0.029 34.482 316.7'1 9.18
100 4.84 0.025 40.000 316.79 7.92
200 4.83 0.018 55.555 316.14 5.69
400 4,83 0,019 52.631 316.14 6.01
SOD 484 0,027 37.037 316.79 8.55
I000 4.86 1.5278 0032 31.250 318.10 I0, 18
2000 5.05 0.065 15.384 330.54 21.48
4000 5.30 0,295 3.389 346.90 102.33
6000 4.40 0,572 1.748 287.99 164.73
8000 3.35 0,797 1.254 231.05 184.15
10000 2.86 0,994 1.006 187,19 186.63
11000 258 1.090 0.917 168,87 184.07
12000 2,34 1.186 0.843 153 16 181.65
13000 2,12 1.283 0,779 138,76 17S.03

Tablc-S.2, Data for I'crmcability measurement of sample A-I sintcrcd at BOO"e

ItKHz) L Lo lanD or Q-IID I" II"
(in Henry) (x I0-8) D•x 10

5 6,00 ----- ---- - ----._------ 409.58 ------------
20 5,90 0.076 13,158 402.76 30.61
80 5.83 0.026 38.461 397.98 10.35
100 5.83 0.023 43.478 397.98 9.15
200 5.82 0.021 47.619 397.29 8.34
400 5.80 0.029 34.482 395.93 11.48
800 5.83 0.051 19.608. 397.98 20.29
1000 5.84 1.4649 0.062 16.129 398.66 24,72
2000 6',00 0,130 7.692 409.58 53.24
4000 5.60 0428 2.336 382.28 1()3.()1
6000 4.40 0,719 1.391 300,36 215.'16
8000 3.37 0.946 1.057 230,05 217.63
10000 2.56 1.136 0.880 174,75 198.52
11000 2.43 \.224 0.817 165,88 203.04
12000 2.21 1,310 0.763 150,86 197.63
13000 2,01 1.395 0,717 137.21 191.41
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Table.5.3: Data for Permeability measurement of sample A-2 ,in/cl'eu at 1280"C

f(KI.L:) L Lo lanD (jr Q lID I" Il"
(in Henry) (xl0's) 0
x 10'"

5 1.00 - - -------- ------ ---. 67.00 -...........
20 1.30 ............ ....•....•.. R7.10 -----------
80 1.27 0.123 8,130 85,09 10.46
100 1.27 0.102 9.804 85.09 8.68
700 1.27 0,052 19.230 85.09 4.42
400 1.27 0031 32.258 85.09 2.64
600 1.27 0024 41.666 85.09 2,04
ROO I 268 0,022 45.454 84.96 I R7
1000 1267 1.4925 0.021 47,619 84.89 1.78
2000 1.27 0.023 43.478 85.09 1.95
4000 1.28 0.036 27.777 85,76 3.09
6000 1.30 0.054 13.518 87.10 4.70
8000 1.346 0.087 11.494 90.18 7.R4
10000 1.381 0.144 6.944 92.53 13,32
1\000 1.386 0,181 5.525 92.86 1681
12000 l.J83 0220 4.545 92.66 20,38
13000 1.370 0261 3.831 91.79 23,96

Table.SA: Data for Permeability me",urement uf samille A-2 ~jlltereu al 1300"C

t'(KHz) L (in Henry) Lo lana or Q lID 1" ~l"
x I0'" (xl0'~) D

5 2.00 .._._--- --- - ---- - ... 194,J I .._-_._--- -

20 2.00 ............ --------- ... 213 74 ............
80 2.21 0.050 20.00 214,71 10,73
IOU 2.21 0.040 25.00 214.71 8.59
200 2.20 0.023 43.478 213.74 4. 'J I
400 2,20 0.015 66666 213.74 3,21
800 2,21 0.015 66,666 214.71 3,22
1000 2.21 1,0293 0.016 62.500 214.71 3,43
2000 2.23 0.Q25 40,000 216.65 5.41
4000 2,38 0,061 16,393 231.22 14.10
6000 2,55 0,193 5.181 247.74 47.81
8000 2.43 0.382 2,617 236.08 90.18
10000 2.15 0.561 1,782 208,88 117,18
llOOO 2.01 0.641 I 560 195,28 125,17
12000 l.87 0.717 1.384 181,67 130.26
13000 1.74 0.790 1.266 169.05 133.55
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Table-50S; f)ata for Permeability measurement of sample A-3 sinteretl at 12800C

f(KHz) L (in Henry) Lo [ano or Q-l/D f" I~"x 10-(- (.\10.8) D
5 5.00 ________ 0 ___ ----------- }18,25 - - -------
20 4,80 0.092 10.969 }1)5,52 28, II
80 4.76 0.027 37,037 }02,97 8.18
100 4.76 0.023 43.478 302.97 6.97
200 4,76 0.015 66.666 302.97 4.54
400 4,78 0.013 76.923 302.97 3.94
600 4,80 0.015 66.666 305,52 4.58
800 4.78 0.017 58.823 304,24 5.17
1000 480 1.5711 0.020 50.000 305.52 6.11
2000 5,03 0.041 24.390 320,16 13.12

. 4000 5.40 0.270 3.703 343,71 92.80
6000 4.50 0.541 1.848 286.42 154,')5
8000 3.66 0.747 1.338 232,96 17402
10000 3,01 0.920 1.087 191,58 17626
11000 2,75 1.003 0.997 175,04 175,56
12000 2,52 1.085 0.921 16039 174,03
13000 2,31 1.168 0.856 147,03 171,73

T nhle-S.6; Oaf'l for PermeabiJil)' measurement of ~'1mple A-3 ~intCl"ed at 1JOO~C

I{KHz) L (m Henry) Lo lanD or Q tiD f" f~"
~ 10

0

" (xIOOs) D
5 4.00 -------- -.. ------------ 282.98 -----------
20 4.10 0.103 9,70& 290.06 29,87
80 4.07 0.030 33.333 287.94 8.67
100 4.07 0.026 38.461 287.94 7.48
200 4.06 0,017 58,823 287.23 4.88
400 4.06 0.017 58,823 287.23 4.88
600 4.10 0.019 52.631 290.06 5.51
800 4.07 0,023 43.478 287.23 6.62
10UO 4,0& 1.4135 0026 38461 288.(,4 7.50
2000 4,21 0,050 20,000 297.84 14,8'1
4000 4,50 0,223 4.484 318.36 7099
6000 4.UO 0.447 2,237 232.98 126.49
8000 3.41 0.643 1.555 241.24 155.12
10000 2.87 0.811 1,233 203.04 164,68
11000 2.65 0.891 1,122 187.48 167,04
12000 2.45 0.969 1,032 173.33 167.95
13000 2.26 1.048 1,04& 159.88 167.56
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Table-5. 7: Ihta for Permeabilil)' measurement of sam pIe A-4 sintered at 1280ue

f(Kllz) L (in Henry) Lo tano or Q.l/D fe' )-l"
X 10.6 (xIO..ll) D

5 1.00 ----.- ..._-. .... - --.- MU3 -----.- - --
20 1.40 ---_.._-_ .. ...._- ..--- 95.50 -----..----
80 ] ,34 0.102 9.804 91.41 ').32
100 1.34 o ORI 12345 ') I 41 7 40
200 [.34 0,044 22,727 ') I .4 ] , 02
400 1.34 0.030 33.333 91.4 ] 274
600 1.34 0.029 34.482 91.41 2.65
800 ] .339 0.031 32.258 91.34 2.83
1000 1.338 1.4659 0.034 29.411 9] 27 3.] 0
2000 1.34 0,052 19231 9] .41 4,75
4000 1.35 0.1DO ]0.000 92.09 9,20
WOO 1.36 0.162 6.173 92.77 15.03
8000 1.368 0.249 4.0]6 ,)3,32 23.24
]0000 1.323 0.369 2.710 90 25 33 30
11000 1.273 0438 2283 86.84 38,03
12000 1.209 0,507 1,972 82.47 41.81
13000 1.138 0.572 1,748 77.63 44.40

Tahl~~5.1I: Data for Permeability measurement of sample A-4 sintered at 1300uC

[(KHz) L (in Henry) Lo (ano or Q-IID I" ~l"

x 10'" (xIO.i) D
5 3.00 - - ---- --- ------ - --- 253 ()8 ----- ------
20 2.80 ._---------- ----------- 236,76 ------------

80 2,83 0.048 20.833 239.30 11.48
100 2.83 0.040 25.000 239.30 9.57
200 2,83 0.027 37,037 239.30 6,98
'00 2,83 0.027 37037 239.30 6.46
600 2.82 0.039 3] ,250 238.46 7,63
800 2,82 0032 25,641 238.46 '1.30
1000 2,82 1.1826 0,046 21.739 238.46 10.97
2000 2,82 O,OS5 ] 1.764 238.46 20.27
4000 2.83 0.172 5.813 239,30 41.16
(JOOO 2.84 0.282 3.546 24015 67.72
8000 2,73 0.452 2.212 230.85 104.34
10000 238 0,676 1.479 20l.25 136.05
IIOO() 2,16 0,789 1.21>7 182.65 144.]1
12000 1.96 0,898 I.llJ ]65.74 ]48,83
13000 1.77 1.004 0.996 149,67 150.27
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Table-S. 'J: Dala fur Permeability measu remeot o!sample B-1 sintered at 12!i!iuC

ftKI'I/.} I. (in l1enry) L" tano or Q~IID ,,' "
"X 10.6 (xIO-') D

5 3,00 ------------ --------- ... 224.6K - --- - ----
20 2.60 --"------- ----------- 194.73 ------"""---80 2.60 0.048 20.833 1<)4,73 9.34
'00 2,60 0.039 25.641 194,73 7.59
200 260 0.024 41.666 194,73 4.67
400 2.60 0.020 50.000 194,73 3.89
600 2.60 0.021 47.619 194,73 4.09
H{)O 2,60 0.025 40.000 194,73 4.87
1000 2,61 1.3352 0.ll28 35.714 195.47 5.47
21100 265 0.050 20.000 198.47 9.92
4000 2.84 0.142 7.ll42 212,70 ]0,2{)
6000 2.77 11.355 2.817 207.46 7364
8000 2.38 0.571 1.751 178.25 101.78
10000 2,00 0.751 1.331 149.79 112.49
11000 1.38 0.832 1.202 137.06 114.03
12000 1.68 0.910 1.099 125,H2 114.50
13000 155 0.987 1.013 116,09 114.58

Table-s.IO: I)"t" for permeability Qleasuremenl of sam pie B-1 ,interell 1111300"C

I(KHz) L (in Hemy) L, tano or Q liD p' p"
x 10-6 (xlO-8) D

5 4.00 -"- -------- ------ - --- 261,93 ------------20 3.50 ------------ ------------ 229.19 -----"------
80 3.50 0,034 29.412 229,19 7.79
100 350 0028 35.714 229.19 6.42
200 350 0,019 52,631 229.19 4,35
400 350 0,018 55,555 229.19 4,57
600 3.50 0,022 45,454 229.19 504
800 350 0026 3846 I 229.19 5,96
1000 3.50 1.5271 0.Q31 32.258 224.19 7, III
2000 3.52 0.056 17.857 230.50 12.91
4000 3.69 0.124 8.064 241.63 29.96
6000 3,80 0.281 3.558 248.84 69.92
8000 3.48 0.495 2.020 227.88 IIHO
IllOO() 2,96 0.700 1.428 19H3 135.68
11000 2.71 0.796 1.256 177.46 141.26
12000 1.48 0.889 1.125 162.40 144.37
13000 2,27 0.980 1.020 14R.65 145.67
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T '1hle-5.!1 : D"t" fur rennen bility mcnsurement of sample B-2 ,illkrcd nt 12!J!JI'C

I1KH7) L (m Henry) til tuniS or Q-1I0 ,,' II"
" 10'(, (,,10'&) D

5 3.00 -_._._._---- ..._-_.---- 20R.RO ............
20 3.30 -------_ ..- ..._...._--- 229 fiR ............
W 3,22 0.034 29.411 224.11 7.62

I'D 3.22 0,029 34 4R3 224.11 6,50
2'1' 3,21 0.019 5U)31 223.41 4.24
41'1' 3,21 0.018 55.555 223.41 4.02
600 3,21 0021 47,619 223.41 4,fi9
81'1' 3.21 0,025 40,000 223.41 5,5H

\000 322 1.4'\li8 0.029 34.482 224,11 ('.50
2000 3.34 0.057 17.544 232.46 13.25
4000 3.49 0,274 3,649 242.90 6(,.55
6000 2.96 0.532 1.879 206,01 109,60
8000 2.41 0.732 1.366 167.73 122.78
I0000 2.00 0.898 1.113 139.20 125.00
11000 1.83 0.974 1 026 127.37 124,05
12000 1.68 1.048 0.954 116,92 122.54
13000 1.55 I ,121 (J.H92 107.88 120.')]

T ahle-S.12: Data for I'ermeahility measurement "r ~amille 8.2 sin tercd al 130011C

f(KlIz) 1, (in Henry) L" tano or Q lID >,' ~~"
" I0"; (xl a.!) 0

5 4.00 ._ ...._..... ...._._ ..... 269.41 -----_._ ....
21' 3.90 ------------ -----_ .._-- 262,68 ........---
81' 3.n 0.032 31.250 264.03 8.45
11" 3 92 0.027 37,037 264.03 7,13
200 3,91 0019 52,631 263.35 5,00
400 3.91 0.018 55.555 263.35 4,74
600 3.90 0.027 43.478 262,68 6J)4
WI' 3.91 0.028 35.714 263.35 7.37
1000 3.92 1.4847 0.033 30.303 264.03 8.71
2000 3.97 0.062 16,129 267.39 16.58
4000 4,25 0,169 5,'))7 286,25 48.38
(,000 4.00 0.398 2,512 269.41 107,23
SOOO 3.43 0.613 1.631 2J 1.02 141.(i2
10000 2.86 0.799 1.252 In.63 153.91
11000 2.61 o 885 1 129 175.79 15558
12000 2.40 0.967 1,034 1(,1 (,5 15(,}1
13000 2.20 1.047 0.955 14.'U8 155.14
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Tahlc.S.13: Data for Permeahility measurement ofsample B-3 ,intcrcd 'It 1288"C

f(KHz) L (in Henry) Co tan<i or Q-IID fl' fl"
X \0.6 (xlO.3) D

5 4.00 -- ---.._--- -------~---- 274.55 -----._-----
20 3.90 -.-._------- --------- .. 267.69 -..._-------
80 3.86 0,034 29.411 264.64 901
100 3,85 0.028 35.714 264.26 7.40
200 3.85 0,019 52,632 264.26 5,02
400 3,84 0,019 52,632 263.57 5.01
600 3,90 0,023 43.478 267.69 (i, 16
ROO 3,86 0,027 37.037 264.94 7.15
1000 3.88 1.4-'69 0.031 32.258 266.32 IUS
2000 4.07 0.D72 13.888 279.36 20,11
4000 4.03 0.339 2.949 276,61 93,77
6000 3 )0 0.596 1.678 22651 135.00
HOOO 2,64 0.797 1.255 181.21 144.42
10000 2.15 0.959 1.043 147,57 141.52
11000 2,15 0.959 1.043 147.57 141.52
12000 LSO 1.098 0.911 123.55 135.66
13000 1,66 1.163 0.859 113.94 113.51

Tablc-S.14: Data for Permcability measuremCllt of sample 11-] silltcrcd ilt BOOue

f(KHz) L (in Ilcmy) Lo tana or Q-IID fc' f'oo
x 10-' (xl0.3) D

5 4.00 -- - ------- ----------- 277.62 ------- - .
20 3.80 -----._----- -----_._--- 263.74 -------.._-
80 3.77 0,032 31.250 261,66 1'-37
100 3.76 0,027 37.037 260.96 7.04
200 3,76 O.oJ8 55.555 260.96 4.69
400 3,75 0.017 58.823 260.27 4.42
600 380 0.020 50.000 263,74 5.27
800 3,76 0.024 41.666 260,96 6.26
1000 3,76 1.4408 0.018 35.714 2(,0,96 7.31
2000 J,82 0.050 20.000 2(,5.13 13,25
4000 4. I0 0.142 7.042 284,56 40.41
6000 4.00 0.349 2.865 277.62 %.89
8000 3.49 0.557 1.795 242.22 134.92
10000 2.93 0.740 I .351 203.36 150.48
11000 2.70 0.824 1.213 187.39 154.41
12000 2.49 0.903 1.107 17H2 156.06
13000 2.29 0,981 1.019 158.94 155.92
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T:lblc-5.15: D:lta for Permeability mC:lsurcmcnt of salllple 1.1-4.,inlcred at 12Nll"C

I(KHz) L (in llellry) t, luno or Q I'D L" p"
~ 10,0 (x10.3) D

5 4,00 -------_ .... 0_- _______ 253.0n --._--------
20 3,80 -------_ .... ._--------- 240.35 -----------

'" 3 76 nOGI 1G.393 237,82 14.51
100 3.76 0,049 20.408 237,82 11.65
lOO 3,75 0,029 34.482 237.19 6.8S
400 3.75 0,022 45.454 237.19 5.22
DO() '.RO OJ122 45.454 240.35 5.23
ROO ]7(, CUll4 41.666 237.82 571
Inon _'.77 1.5810 D,On :n,037 238,90 6.45
2000 :;.'14 0,056 17,857 24'),21 13.')5
4000 4,04 0,282 3.546 255,5) 72.06
6000 3.40 0.525 1.904 215.05 112.'!()
80(10 2.79 0.709 1.410 176.47 12').1 1
10000 232 0.849 1 178 1M;.74 124.58
\1000 214 O.')()6 1.104 135.36 122.63
12000 I ,98 0.958 1,044 125.24 11').97
13000 1.85 l,n04 0.996 11701 117.4H

Tabl~-5.16: Iht'l for I'~rlll~'lbilit)' llleasur~melll nL\aml'lc 8-4 sinl~rcd at 13UU"C

f(KlIz) L (in Henry) L, lan(; or Q liD L" ~l"
x 10'(' (xIO'~) D

5 400 ------------ ------------ 169.31 --- --- ---
20 HO ------------ -..-._. __ .- 255.~4 -----------

8Q 3,7,} 0,OJ4 29411 255.17 ~,67
100 3,79 0029 34 482 255.17 7.40
200 ]79 0.01 S 55,555 255.17 '1.5'1
400 J,78 0015 66.666 254.49 H2
600 3.80 0,017 58.823 255,84 4.35
800 3.78 0.019 52.631 254.49 4.83
1000 3.79 I.4R53 0.022 45.454 25516 5.61
2000 J.85 O.03H 26.316 25'),21 8.85
4000 4.13 ll.1 14 8.771 27R.1l(, 31.70
(,000 4,10 0.2% 3,378 276.04 81.71
SOOO 3.70 O.4H6 2057 24'1,11 121 06
100llO 3.20 0,650 I 538 215,114 140,04
11000 2. 'J(i 0.725 1 37') 199,n 144 4~
12000 2.75 0.7'15 1.258 )85,15 147,19
13000 2,56 0.861 1.161 172 35 14~.40
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T"hk-5.17: nat" for Permeability measurcmcnt of sample B-S .,iniered at 121111'lC

I\KH~) L (in Henry) I." t:1l10 or Q-liD " .ll"
x 10+ (xl(l'~) D

5 5,00 -_._--_._--- ----- ----- , "H~7 ------------
20 4 7() 0,0'):; 1(1,752 .\14,78 ~L),25
80 4,63 0,O2~ 35,714 310.\)') ~.(,~

100 4.63 0024 41,666 310.09 7.44
200 4:62 0,017 5lLR23 30<).42 5,26
400 4.61 0,017 58.~23 lOR.75 5.25
600 4.60 0.021 47.619 .10R.08 6.45
~IlO 4.63 0.025 40.IlOO 310,0<) 7,75
1000 4,65 I ,4')J 1 0.1l29 34.482 311,4J 'l.1l3
2000 4 <)J 0.[177 12.987 330,18 25.42
4000 4.75 0.367 2.724 J 18 13 116,75
6000 HO 0.628 1.5')2 254,50 159.83
8000 3.01 (1.829 1.206 201 59 167,12
10000 2.45 0.984 1.016 164.09 161.46
11000 224 1.049 0.953 150,02 157.37
12000 2,06 1.108 0.902 137.97 152.87
13000 I 90 1.163 0.859 I27.?5 147.99

T ahlc-S.Il!: l);l(a for Pcrmeability "'CaSU rcmenl of "am pie B-S silttered "t 1300"C

ItKHz) I (in I1eIllY) Lo lano or Q~III) II' fl"
x I Ir" (xlO.K) D

5 4,0(1 ------------ ------------ --._--------
20 HO ------------ --------.-- -----------
"" 3 79 0.033 23 809 8 53
100 3,79 0,027 37.037 6,98
200 .178 0.D18 55555 4,64
4UO 378 0,1116 62 SOO 4 12
600 HO 0018 55,555 466
8110 3,n 0,021 47,619 5.41
10UO 3.78 1.4(,59 (j,025 40,000 (, 45
2000 3.,';4 0,043 23.256 11.26
4000 4,16 0,131 7h33 37.17
6000 4.10 0,336 2,976 93.97
8000 3.56 0.536 1 865 130,17
10000 3.()J 0,707 1.414 146 13
11000 2,79 0784 1.275 149,21
12000 2.58 U.H57 1,1(,7 150,83
I JOOO 2.}<) 0.927 I on
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